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v

Right By

DISMISSINGNEGRO TROOPS

Pass Resolutions to that Effect Over Opposition of
Republicans-

-

The
Democratic 'members of the House of
Representatives of the stale legislature today over Hie protest of the Republican members of that body endorsed 'tihe action of President Roosevelt In discharging the negro soldiers
connected with flh Brownsville, Texas, flats, which occurred recently. The
resolution endorsing and approving
the notion of the President was passed, the Democrats voting for It ami
the Republicans against .H.
.Tcfferaoni

Mo..

Citv.

.Ian.

New

this paper on a
recent editorial comment relative to
the punishment admin 1st red to Carlos
Sals and Eliseo Valles, recently con
vtcted of murder in Socorro County.
The letter read:
"The Editor of the New Mexican;
"In your Issue of the 12th instant,
you make a very Just, timely and
proper comment on the speedy trial
and prompt punishment, had and
.to Carlos Sals and Eliseo
Valles, .tried and convicted very recently In the county of. Socorro, 'New
'Mexico, for the Killing of two prospectors in said county. You also commend the native juror wlio Wed the
murderers, While there Is nothing to
be wondered at because the assassins
met their just and condign punishment
from the hands of native jurors ill
proves once more Mat justice 1 administered In New .Mexico regardless
of what nationality the criminals belong to. It also proves that human
life is safer in our Territory 'because
of .the sure and speedy punishment inflicted on the cip'imlnalsi tlian In other
common wealths where, It seems, the
life of a poor man is considered even
cheaper than Hie life of a dog unless
he happens to belong to the
'privileged' class. Here Is an instance: During the flood in Arizona
one Jesse Norton killed a native
named Jose Duron. 'Morten was arrested, and placed in Jail, but, presto
was, in the night time, released from
jail by his friends and set at liberty.
That happened on. the night of the
fourth instant and If the press reports
was ofane correct, no resistance
fered by the officers of .the law, and,
so far as known no efforts have been
made to recapture the criminal. All
this took place in the town or city
Tn .New Mexiof Clifton. Contrast:
co the law is enforced equally and
Impartially. In Arizona, it seems, II
works the ol'her way. Comment is
Very truly,
unnecessary.
"BENJAMIN M. READ."
Mexican1, cowipllinwnts

Missouri Legislature Says He Did

15.

self-style-

INSTALLATION
OF OFFICERS
Of Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, Royal
Arch Masons Last Evening
at Lodge Hall.

The Installation of officers of Santa
Fe Chapter No. 1, Royal Arch Masons,
occurred last evening at the regular
convocation of the Chapter in Masonic Hall. Past High Priest W. S.
officiated as Installing officer and
companion, and S. O. Cartwright as
marshal. A large number of companions were in attendance. The officers
for the ensuing year are as follows,
and were Ally Installed with the exceptions of Companions Fairfield and
Knight, who were unable to be present: High Priest, S. Spitz; King, W.
E. Grimn; Scribe, Frederick Muller;
Treasurer, H. B. Cartwright; Secretary, Arthur Seligman; Captain of the
Host, Charles A. Wheelon; Principal
Sojourner, Charles W. Fairfield; Royal Arch Captain, H. F. Stevens; Master of the Third Veil, .1. H. Klrby;
Master of the Second Veil, Percy F.
C.
Knight; .Master of the First Veil,
.
N. Lord; Sentinel, William C. Schnep-pleThe High Priest provided dainty
refreshments at the close of the ceremonies which were enjoyed by all

Har-rou- n

NEW INVENTION MAY
CHANGE LIGHT
New York Scientists

Discover Substi-

tute for Carbon Coil In Incandescent Bulbs.

GARFIELD SAFE
Senate Committee Agrees to Report
Favorably on President's Nominations to Cabinet Portfolios.
15.
The
. C.,.' Jan.
Washington,
Senate committee on finance today
agreed to report favorably on the
General
nomination of Postmaster
Cortelyon to be secretary of the treasury, and James R. Garfield, commissioner of corporations, to be secretary
of the Interior
The vote on both Cortelyou and Garfield was unanimous, the members of
the committee assenting to the view
that the President should be allowed
to select 'his own advisors.

BOUNDARY DISPUTE
AMICABLY SETTLED

Simon Guggenheim
Succeeds Thomas

Patterson

He Received Lafge Majority
In Both, Houses of The
Legislature
Denver, Colo., Jan. 15. Simon Gugwas elected
genheim, Hepublicun,
United States senator to succeed
Thomas H. Patterson, Democrat, by
the legislature today. He received a
latge majority both in the House and
Senate meeting in separate
session,
I he vote
Senate Guggen
being;
heim 22; Charles H. Thomas, DemoHouse Guggenheim 4li;
crat. 12.
Thomas, 13; Frank C. Cloudy, Republican, 4. Senator Morton Alexander,
Republican, was absent on account, of
sickness. All Republican members
present, voted for Guggenheim except
Representative M, D. Vincent, of Delta county, who voted for Cloudy.
Three Democrats, afler voting for
Thomas, changed to (!oudy as a compliment. They were: Ivein, of Montrose county; Ebbert of Otero county,
and Bellesfleld, of Pueblo county,
Nebraska Elects Republican Senator
Lincoln, .Neb,, Jan. 15. The state
legislature today In separate session
"fleeted Morris 'Brown, Republican, as
Unted Slates Senator .to succeed J. II.
Millard, over W. :H. Thompson, die
Democratic candidate. Brown will be
formally elected at .the joint session
tomorrow. In the House the vote
stood Brown (IT, Thompson 31 in the
Senate Brown 2S, Thompson 5.
Republican Victories in Delaware.
Dover, Delaware, Jan. 15. Harry A.
lilchardison,
Republican, was today
formally elected United States Senator to succeed J. Frank Alice. Both
in the
Houses balloted separately,
Senate eleven voles were cast for
Richardson, five, for Saulsbury, Democrat..
Richardson received 25 votes
JO.
in the. House and SuiiSsb-urMontana Also Elects New Senator.
15. Congressman
Helena, Mont.
Joseph M. Dixon, Republican, was
elected United States. Senator today.
Tihe vote was Dixon
70; Governor
Joseph K. Toole, Democrat, 17 i B. L.
Frank, Democrat, 6; A. CI. Conrad,
Democrat, 2; Morri's, Democrat, 1.
;

If there Is anyone around Santa Fe
or tn New Mexico who wants to make
a handsome fee finding an esiate said
to be worth nineteen million dollars
and who has more time than money,
lot him start in promptjly, energetically
and laboriously. Do so and correspond with Samuel McCoy, of Simers.
Kentucky.
To be sure estates worth nineteen
millions of dollars are not. ly.lng
around loose In New Mexico or for that
matter in any other section of the
United States or any other country.
What, who knows? Such an estate
may be found running at large and be
had for the catching. McCoy's letter
is a gein and Is worthy of notice and
careful reading. It is addressed to
the postmaster of this city who is In
duty hound to transmit It to the Dally
New Mexican.
It reads:
"Dear Sir: Will you hand this
letted to some editor or publisher of
the leading paper In your town or
city for the purpose of publishing It;
or so that I might gain some Information in regard to what I am goingg to
write with the understanding that the
person answering the same with the
desired information will be paid for
their time and trouble. This Is what
I wish to know, If there Ts any estate
left, in your state by Fzeklel, William
or either of
and Walter McCoy;
them; the estate amounts to nineteen
million dollars, I understand. I have
t rled to locate it for the last two
years and have failed so far; me
first said they had died and left
their estate In California, but I cannot
get information from there. I thought
I would write for Information from
your state with the hope that I might
learn something concerning It.
Walter and William were brothers, also to Daniel McCoy, my grandfather, who died in this country at the
age of 102 years. T want to thank
you for repeating these lines in advance, with the hone of a reply soon,
Very truly,
answering my desires.
"SAMUKI- - M'COY,
(Signed)
"Slniers, Kentucky, Pike County."
Uze-kie-

TWO KILLED IN
HEAD-OCOLLISION
N

Rock Island Passenger Train Dashes
Into Freight
Open Switch

Caused Wreck.

n

I

Referee
Controversy
Favors Honduras.

King of Spain Acted as
Nicaragua-Hondura- s

Decision

WAS HARAHAN'S
ELECTION LEGAL

In the
.resolution
was introduced caiBling for 'the appointment of a special comimltitee to make
a thorough investigation of the election of J. H. Harahan, to the presi-

Jan.

15.

state senate 'here today a

dency of the Illinois Central 'Railroad.
The resolution recites it ha "this 'body
believes the election was Illegal."
COLD WEATHER WITH
SNOW AND RAIN COMING.
It snows now without half trying.
Snow began falling early this morn-

Large feathery flakes came
ing.
down first and then changed Into real
The forecast of the local
fine snow.
weather man today Is "Snow in north
and rain in south portion tonight and
Wednesday, with colder weather."
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 35 degrees. The lowest
temperature during last night was
also 35 degrees. xThe maximum tem
perature yesterday was 47 degrees at
..

,ti!

;
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"

right-of-wa-

Justices Of Peace

and Constables

EARTHQUAKE

Report Says Kingston, Jamaica Is

Wiped Out

Elected.

essful

-

,

Ala-rid-

-

,

sixty-seve-

n

TERRIBLE

"LOSS

OF

LIFE

Cable Service is Interruped
and Impossible to Obtain
Particulars.
New York. Jan.
15. The
Western Union is lu receipt of advices that.
Kingston. Jamaica, has been destroyed by an earthquake, with terrible loss of life.

The announcement Issued by the
Western Union follows:
The Western Union Telegraph Company has received advices that communication with Kingston, Jamaica, is
badly Interrupted, also to the Isthmus
via Jamaica, caused apparently by an
earthquake and that, later advices are
that land line communication Is re
stored to within five miles of Kingston. Traffic may be accepted at
sender's risk subject to heavy delay.
It. is reported that
Kingston has been
totally destroyed by an earthquake,
wllh terrible loss of life.

SENATOR SPOONER
DEFENDS PRESIDENT
Says Roosevelt is Supreme as Commander-in-Chief
of Military Forces
and Can Act Accordingly.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. Senator Spixmvr today resumed his speech
the Brownsville
uiMin
resolution,
which was begun yesterday.
He said
(.hat he agreed it was for Congress
to determine the oath of enlistment,
duration of term, pay, .method of punishment and many other regulations
for the governnient's soldiers, but he
could not agree that, the commander-ln-ch.!e- f
of the United States Army in
tinic x)f peaee or war, vhs under the
supivme command of Congress. The
constltuition made the President com
f
of the army without
defining his functions, declared Spoon- er. He read from the decision in the
Swayne .case in. the court, of claims
that Congress may reduce or abolish
ail military forces, but. so Jong as
there Is a military force, the Presi
dent, as conimander-ln-ehie- f
is su
mander-in-chie-

preme.

FROM ERRAND BOY
TO GOVERNOR
Was the Rise of Edward
Stuart, Inaugurated Chief Executive of Pennsylvania.

Such

Itarrisbnrg,

Pa

Jan.

15

S.

Edward

S. Stuart was inaugurated Governor
of Pennsylvania
today succeeding
asoq.tt
oj 'jt)pRdA'uiw,i ', (antung
law office Stuart, when errand boy,
delivered books. The inauguration
was very simple.
BAILE'YS

FRIENDS
CLAIM

VICTORY.

Texas Legislature Modifies Resolution
Calling for Investigation of Senator's Conduct,

t,

Republicaii-Demo-ccat-

-

i.J

Opinions Handed Down in Three
Cases Affirming Judgment of
Lower Court.

The Siuiwouie Court of New Mexico
continued Its session at, 10 o'clock this
morning In the chanibors ait the Capitol building. There were present;
Chief Justice William J. Mills, Associate Justice John R. McFle, Associate Justice Frank W. 'Parker, Associate Justice William II. Pope, Associate Justice Edward A. Mann and Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott. Jose D.
RESULTS IK CITY PRECINCTS Sena, clerk of the court, was at his
The Territory was represented
post.
General W. C. Reid,
by Attorney
United States Marshal Creighton St.
Much Interest Evinced And Foraker and Deputy United States
Marshal 1, K. Bogh were In attend
Large Vote PolledSuccance.
Candidates.
The following cases came up today
for consideration:
No. 1145, Territory of New Mexico,
Republicans were victorious In all
four of the city precincts at. the elec- iippellee, vs. M. I). M liner, apiellam.
tion yesterday of justices of the Judgment of lower court atfiiinied.
In every in- Opinion by Assnckite. Justice Kdwa.nl
peace and constables.
stance the successful candidates were A. Mann.
elected by a safe majority. The vote
No. 1119, W. It. Pilant. appellant,
cast was almost as heavy us at the vs. S. llersch and Company, appellee.
general eleclion last November.
Judgment of lower court affirmed.
Considerable interest, was taken in Opinion by Associate Justice Ira A.
the election a is evidenced by the Abbott.
fact that almost a full vote was polled.
No. 1129. United States of America.
Fusion tickets were in the appellant vs. Benito Mares and Anfield In the fourth, seventeenth anil astacio Santistevan.
Judgment of
eighteenth precincts, but. the ticket lower court affirmed. Opinion by As
put up by the opposition in the third sociate Justice William II .Pope.
No.
Sit. K loisa L. Ilergere, et al.,
Democratic.
precinct was strictly
The result, of the election in the city appellees, vs. Luciano Chaves, et al..
precincts yesterday snows that, there appellants. Motion granted allowing
was no dissension or strife
in the further time to perfect, transcript, and
ranks of the Republicans notwith- cause set for August session.
No. 1191. United States of America,
standing the alleged fusion of Democrats and Independent. Republicans. Appellee, vs. John Black, et al., ap
Three Justices of the Peace. pellants. Case docketed on motion of
Three of the justices of the peace aptx'llants and judgment of court be
were
to the posit ion. Just ice low affirmed.
of the Peace Nicolas Sena of Precinct
No. 1109, Territory of New Mexico.
,
3, Justice of the Peace Ricardo
ys, Elmer L. Price, appelappellee,
"
of Precinct 4, and Justice of the lant. Argued and submitted.
No. 1170. Anna Jasper appellee vs.
Peace Jose M. Garcia, of Precinct 17.
Justice of the Peace-elec- t
Henry Pa- - Mira ST, Wilson et al., appellants. Ar
checo will succeed Justice
of the gued and submitted.
Peace Inez Manzanaies who was not
a candidate for
OLD SOLDIER FOUND
Nicolas Sena received the largest
SICK AND HELPLESS
majority of any of the candidales for
justice of the peace. Of 203 votes
cast In his precinct he received 204.'
Swayne S- Beatty Notifies Passerby
Jose A. I'adilla Is credited with 5S
of Plight By Tapping on Window.
and Francisco Trujillo 1. Time was
Now in Hospital.
when this precinct was largely Demo
but
of
it
lias
late
cratic,
years joined
Swayne S. Beatty Is a patient at. St.
the Republican ranks.
Yincfflits Hospital.
He was taken
Justice of the Peace Jose Ma. Gar- tibere
week ago in a critical
about
a
cia received a majority or SI, more
condition but in now rejiorted to be
than was received altogether by Jose
Mr. Beatty has been liv
of the ntproving.
T. Sandoval, the candidate
alone, at his home on
Oalisteo
Democrats and Independent Repub- ing
Street. He Is subject to epllepcy
licans.
Hid suffered tin attack previous to bis
Justice of the Peace Ricardo Alarid
removal to the hospital. Xo one was
was
by a majority of 7R, and
with hlin at the time he was strick
Henry Pachcco's majority was 42.
The following Is the official count of en and he lay unconscious for a long
It. is said that he went
in bed-the votes cast. In the Tour city pre- time
or
without
water for two days.
food
at.
cincts
yesterday's election:
When he revived he was so weak
Precinct Three.
it. waa
For Justice of the Peace Nicolas from hunger and 'thirst that
with difficulty that he crawled to a
Sena, Republican, 204; Jose A.
window and taped on the pane to
Democrat, 58; Francisco Trujilattract
the attention of passershy and
1.
14(1.
Sena's plurality,'
lo, Democrat,
For Constable (Manuel Montoya y thus make known his plight. When
assistance canieN he was almost exColombo, Republican, 185; Francisco
hausted. United- States Conimls'sioneir
ma78.
Democrat,
Montoya's
Trujillo,
J. P. Victory was notified of Sir.
107.
jority,
Beatty's condition and' ordered htm
Precinct Four.
For Justice of the Peace Ricardo removed to St. Vincent's Hospital
where he might have the unremittiing
Alarid, Republican, ICS; Manuel Ortiz y Martinez, Independent Republican-De- attention and careful nursing of the
90.
Aland's majority good' Sisters of Charity. Sir. Beatty is
veteran of the Civil War, haVing
78.
served as a private in Company H,
For Constable Jose Doniinguez,
Seventh Regiment, Iowa Volunteer
Republican, 1154; I.ocario Lopez, IndeImaniiry, and he is one of the oldest
91.
pendent
member of Carleton Post, 'No. 3,
majority, 70.
Grand Army of the Republic. He ts
Precinct Seventeen.
years old and a native of
For Justice of the I'eace Jose Ma.
Franklin County, Ohio. He came to
Garcia, Republican. 132; Jose T. San- this
city a number of years ago and
doval, Independent Republican-Democrawas engaged in the .mercantile bust
,'1, Garcia's majority, 81.
uess here for a long time until he reFor Constables
EseiH'firol, tired on
account of infimiltv.
Republican, 127; Frank Hall,
Republican-iDemocrait.-

SIIs-sour-

Illinois Legislature Doubtful About
How Railroad President Got
Leadership.
Springfield, III.,

REPUBLICANS

t,

.1.5
The
New Orleans, La., Jan.
Picayune today says:
The dispute which has existed for
several years between Nicaragua and
Honduras as to the boundary line
upon the north, has been settled.
This question was left to the King of
Spain, as referee, and he gave Honduras all that was claimed by President' Bonlla, and even more.

OF
SUPREME COURT DESTROYED

mocrat,

s

In

FOR

NO. 280.

SESSION

I

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 15. Two
train men are dead, another is believe! to be .dead, while a fourth is
pro'ba.bly fatally injured m the result
of a wreck at Mahtron, Mission;'!, 12
miles tiroiu Leavenworth, Kansas, last
collision
night, caused by a head-obetween 'Rock Island passenger train
number 2(1 and a freight train. Several passengers were also slightly 'inBOARD OF
jured.
EQUALIZATION
The dead arc:
ENGINEER, J A MRS M'QUEBN, of
Second Day
Session Consultation the freight train.
BlAGG AG I3MIA N CHARLRS HART.
and Investigation the
Business.
Engineer King of the passenger
train is missing awl his body is believed to be under the wreckage. FireThe Board of Equalization met at
man George S. Mill wood, is probably
10 o'clock this forenoon per adjournAn open switch was
ment yesterday afternoon. Present: fatally injured.
cauwe of the wreck.
the
Vences-laJames S. Duncan, President;
Robert P.
Jaraimillo, secretary;
Ervein, Martin Lohman, Alejandro FATAL CRUSH AT
Sandoval, James S. Hiukle, and J. A.
ELEVATED STATION
Mahoney.
Traveling Auditor Charles
V. Safford was also In attendance in
order to give needed Information to In Rush to Board Train Girl Was
Pushed Under Wheels Will Die
the board when requested. J. V. Berof Injuries.
and tax agent of the
gen,
El Paso and Southwestern, J. W. IsChicago, III., .Tan. 15. In a msh of
rael, tax agent of the Colorado and
Southern Railroad, James Corry, tax passengers to board an elevated train
agent of the Denver & Rio Grande, at the Canal Street 'station today
V1LLAREAL GETS
and others Interested in the proced-Ing- Miss Lillian Dahlke, was pushed' from
No the platform.
The girl fell between
of the board were present.
ADDITIONAL TIME
business of any moment was attend- the trcvin and the platform in such a
ofi.
Republican-Democrafurnishway that it was found necessary to
71.
Native Detained at El Paso Granted ed', but consultation and' the
majority,
ing of the Inforniation were the order chop away a portion of .the platform
Precinct Eighteen.
Until February to Escape DeThe board ad- to extricate her. Fler spine was
of the forenoon.
For Justice of it he Peace Henry
portation. s
In2
at
received
o'clock.
to
noon
at
other
she
fractured
and
meet
journed
Pacheco, Republican, 111; Mcllton
ternal Injuries which render her re- Garcia.
,
Independent
'
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. The
covery impossible.
19. 'Pacheco's .majority 42.
iinum Igrat ion office
has extended to PRISONERS BREAK
For Constable .Ronue Herrera, ReFebruary 1s;t the lime In which An- JAIL AT ALBUQUERQUE
FRANCIS GUEST OF
publican, 115; David Ixibato, Independtonio Villareail, the 'Mexican who is
ent Republican-Democrat- ,
Her- 65.
now detained at 'El Paso, may show
MEXICO EXECUTIVE rera's majority 50.
During Dinner
cause why he could not tk deported Overpowered Guard
Is
and Make Good Their Escape-O- nly
to his native country. Villareail
President Diaz Gave Reception To- CHICAGO
Two Get Away.
charged with being illegally 'in the
FIRMS
day in Honor of St. Louisan and
a
served
he
United States because
ARE BURNED OUT
Others.
term in prison In Mexico for murder.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 15. WillThe Mexican authorities are anxious iam Hardemaim and John Collins,
City of Mexico, Jan. 15., Former Fire Entailing Loss of Half a Million
to have the man deported for alleged
Dollars Partially
prisoners in the 'Bernalillo County jail, Governor David R. Francis, of
Destroys
tendencies.
revolutionary
Eight-storoverpowered the guard during the
Building
who yesterday
presented to
noon, now Sunday while other pris- President Diaz a medal and
diploma
oners were eating dinner and. made awarded, the chief exeoutiiva of MexHalf a mil
Chicago, Ills., Jan. 15.
SUBSIDY BILL LOST
for
held
Both
men were
their
ico by the St, Louis World's Fair of- lion dollars' worth of property was de
IN COMMITTEE minorescape.
offenses. The six other prison- ficial
a fire that par
today, called on Ambassador stroyed early today by
ers In the. jail, several of whom face
building
Consul General Gobtschulk tially burned an eight-storThompson,
Members Had No Authority to Sit serious charges., made mo effort .to and Albino R, Mun.ro, the Mexican on Dearborn Street occupied princiDuring Sessions House Consid
escape. The men 'have not yet been conMiilssioner at the St, IamIs World's pally by M, A. Donohue and Co,, print'
ering Fortification Measure.
captured.
Fair. The Francis lvarty will be en- ers and publishers. A dozen other
tertained today at a luncheon to be firms occupying the building had their
of business destroyed.
Washington, D. C Jan.. 15. By a ALLEGHENY RIVER
given in their honor by President Diaz. places,
vote of eight to seven, the .Senate Ship
ON A RAMPAGE
PLAN
Subsidy bill was defeated in the
DELEGATE ANDREWS REPUBLICANSNEXT
House committee on Merchant Marine
CAMPAIGN
and Fisheries today. As the commit- Flood Warnings Have Been Sent Out
WORKS FAITHFULLY
tee had no authority to sit during the
Executive Committee of 'National
by Weather Bureau River
se.ss.ions of the House and as an ob
Rose 22 Feet.
Pushing Bill Relative to Jicarilla ResLeague of Party Meets in '
au
'this
jection waa made to granting
ervation Favorable Report on
Washingqton.
man
thority, a vote on .the Cirosvenor
Pension Allowance.
15.
Flood
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan.
and
was
substitute
prevented
subsidy
Special to The New Slexlcan.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. Plans
warnings were sent out by the local
the committee adjourned ito meet at weaittier
Washington, D. C, Jan. 15. This for the national campaign of 1908 are
buireau last night stating that
four this afternoon.
forenoon the committee on Indian Af- already being formulated by the Rea mark of 22 fet would he reached
by fairs at. the House of
The House .today, after the passage
Representatives publicans. A meeting of the execuriver
the
crest
The
Allegheny
today.
of a few measures of local Interest
the
National
reported, but with amendments, the tive committee of,
flood
of
Free-por- t
the
was
at
early
today
to quiet title to League of Republican Clubs Is being
resumed 'the consideration of the forA heavy rain pending House bill
and
McKeesport.
tification bill.
reservation
in
and held in this city for the purpose of
the .Tacarilli
which Is falling about the headwaters land
of the surplus matured tim- making preliminary arrangements for
of the Allegheny and other rivers will to dispose
PRESIDENT NAMES
ber thereon. The bill was placed on the opening of the campaign. The
the flood.
NEW POSTMASTERS. swell
the calendar. The Hoime committee committee consists of one member
on nancins this morning also
from each state and the representa"
'
"
..'it.
ij
l
the bill Introduced tion at today's meeting Is a large one.
i Vi'es '.
ate W. H. Andrews, providing
The delegates were given a recepfit i r i
nslon of $12 per month for tion tit the White House, the Presi'
Jti
w.
11
V
'V'iY
'if'Ml: ':
!:.
Archuleta of New Mexico dent extending each of his callers
i'
:f,
wag placed on the calendar.
j, ;v- hearty greetings.
New Yorlc, Jan.' 15. Tolling for
years in theiir laboratory with no hope
of reward except scientific
honors,
Professor Herschel C. Parker, Colum
bia University, and Walter G. Clark,
an electrical engineer have unexpectedly found' themselves on the thresh-holof enormous wealth.
They have invented a new incan
descent 'light which 'has created a
sensation in scientific circles and
which promises to revolutionize Incan
descent light in g throughout the world1.
Their Invention, consists merely of
i new filament or coil, to .replace the
carbon now in use In all incandescent
bulbs.
It gives a lamp two or three
times the length of life of the present Standard lamp and gives the
same amount of light with a third of
the power.
Scientific .investigators have for
years been striving to Improve on
the carbon filament, but all except
the two men, who 'have done their
experimenting in the Phoenix Physi
cal laboratory at Columbia,' have failed, and their discovery is o revolu
tionary that It has created almost as
profound a sensation a did the dis
covery of the first Incandescent.
d

CORTELYOU AND

Samuel McCoy Wants to Find It In
New Mexico
Reward for
Finder.

N EW

Read, of this

to the

JANUARY 15, 1907.

$19,000,000 ESTATE
RUNNING LOOSE SWEEPING VI

If.

The Rule in New Mexico Credit for
Courts and Juries. What Attorney 8ays.

TUESDAY,

"

'.

;,

.

Austin, Texas, Jan, 15. The House
today passed a resolution calling upon the attorney general to submit to
that body all the documentary eviDEATH CAUSED BY
dence in his lKissession Implicating
HEADACHE
POWDERS Senator Bailey In- connection with certain dealings with the Waters-PiercLas Vegas Girl Dead as Result of Oi'l
Company.
Overdose of Medicine Looks
The original resolution provided
Like Suicide.
i
Chat these documents
should be accompanied by the Attorney General's
Lag Vegas, X. M
Jan. 15. Miss opinion as to their merit, but Bailey's
Perlie Hanson, a well known young adherents objected to this so strenulady of this city, was found dead In ously that It was stricken out. The
bed yesterday morning at the home of friends of Senator
Bailey are jubilant.
Mrs. P. J. Murphy, where she roomed
that he will be
claiming
That death was the result of an over- next week without further
opposition.
dose of medicine was evident from
the fact that on the table near the
bed was an empty box which had con- METROPOLITAN TO
tablets. Whether
tained
BE INVESTIGATED
the medicine was taken In a large
quantity with suicidal Intent Intent is
a mystery, although Indications point President of Big Insurance Company
Must Appear Personally
to such being the fact, as the
dead
in Court.
had
notes
to
left
several
girl
friends,
one of which was to her fiance, a
New York, Jan. 15. An investigaSanta Fe railroad engineer. No reation Into the arrangements
son Is assigned for her rash act.
of the
Metropolitan Life Lusurance Company, similar to that, made into the
KANSAS GETS
TOUCH OF WINTER. affairs of the New York Life Insurance Company which resulted in the
indictment of George W. Perkins and
Sunflower State In Throes of Blizzard Charles S. Falrchild, has been begun
Much Damage to Livestock
President
by the district attorney.
is Reported.
John R. Heggman of the Metropolitan
Toeka, Kans., Jan. 15. A severe Company has been asked to appear
blizzard Is general over the greater personally in the criminal court
part of Kansas today. A large section of the state Is covered with sleet
and fine snow and there Is no sign of UNITED MINE WORKERS
IN ANNUAL
the storm abating. The storm was acMEETING.
companied by a decided drop in tem
perature and a high wind. It is prob
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 15. The
able that the unsheltered stock will eighteenth annual convention of the
suffer.
Along the lines of the Santa United Mine Workers of America ow
Fe Railway the storm extends from ened here today with 500 delegates
the Colorado lino to the eastern edge from the bituminous coal districts of
of the state. iXone of the northern the country and 250 delegates from
half of the state escaiwd the blizzard. the three districts of !he anthracite
Railway traffic has not been interrupt fields. The affairs of the organiza
ed although wires are working badly tion are in a quieter state than for
In some places.
many years.
e
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shert annual statements of their resources, assets and liabilities. This
proviso, unfortunately, was repealled
ua the last session. It should bo
and the reports slhould be
made much more extensive and full
for the Information and protection of
policy 'holders in life and fire insurance companies and of patrons in se
curity companies There are other
amendments anil cnanges tor nue uei- ter necessary in the New Mexico in
surance law, WHICH wwil 00 treated at
the proper time by this journal.
Commenting on proposed insurance
legislation in Colorado, tihe Denver
Republican timely says that the measure prepared by Mr. Rittenhouse, commissioner of insurance, and Ills associates, and which will be introduced
as a bill in each branch of the
is designed to make several
radical changes in the Colorado in
surance law. If enacted the results
will bo highly beneficial both In the
de
administration of the insurance
partment and in the effect upon com
panies doing business tin this slate.
The provision 'that the insurance
commissioner shall bo apKinted by
the governor Instead of by the auditor
is wvse, anil the added dignity conferred upon the otiico would, no doubt,
sirengl'heii tihe department in many
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Novel and Pretty Idea Recently Introduced In Country Home The Du-- e
ties of a Waitress Serving a

Small Formal Dinner.
One woman who has built a country
home on a most elaborate plan has
introduced many novel ideas in its

arrangement and furnishings. She is
going to name every guest chamber
alter a flower, and is carrying out
that idea to the smallest detail. Thus
the walls of the violet room, which is
perhaps the prettiest room of all, are
covered with French tapestry in the
design of which violets predominate.
The drapery on the dressing table is
of muslin and lace tied with bunches
of violets, and mauve ribbon Is chosen
to tie the hangings of the bed as well
Even a mammoth
as the curtains.
bottle of violet perfume is not forgotten.
Duties of the Waitress.
The duties of a waitress are manifold. In the majority of homes she is
expected to perform all kinds of service.
But the proper duties of a
waitress, according to authority, are
chiefly concerned with the serving of
meals.
The other duties which she
may be called upon to perform vary
with the style of living and the number of employes. The dining room
and pantry are her special domain
and when the laundry is done In the
house she has the care of the table
linen. In many houses she has also to
make the salad dressings, attend to
the door anil perform such personal
service for the family as she may be
called upon to do. As a rule, the
duties of waitresses or second girl
are of a light character and call chiefly
for neatness and dispatch, tact and
accuracy. As for her personal qualifications, she should always be neatly
dressed and preserve a calm and unruffled demeanor.
'Serving a Dinner. ,
In serving a dinner the first course
should be an appetizer, like clam or
oyster cocktails, or either of these
raw, in the half shell, with cracked
ice.
Olives, radishes, celery and
salted nuts are on the table all the
time to be eaten through the meal as
desired. Soup conies, then fish, wilh
its sauce, and potatoes in some form;
an entree like croquettes, salmi, sweetbreads in shells, etc., may follow,
or this course can be omitted, and
the roast, such as lamb, beef, etc.,
follow; two or three vegetables usually accompany the roast; green peas,
with lamb, etc. If there is a course
of fowl or game, it comes next with
the salad, such as quail with salad of
lettuce, but if the game course is
omitted serve a salad with the roast.
Dessert, which may be a pudding or
only ices, conies; then black coffee,
any sort of liquor if wines are taken,
and cheese last. "Fruit salad" is a
luncheon dish, and so are sandwiches.
If salad is made a Bpecial course,
which it is sometimes at a large dinner, wafers are served with it; nothing else. For a small, dinner the
fried chicken may take the place of
the game course, and Saratoga chips
or potato balls go nicely with it. Do
not serve two similar sauces at a dinner; that is, two dishes with white
The cottage cheese balls are
sauce.
more of a luncheon dish, although a
salad is sometimes prettily garnished
with them, or a dish of tongue in
aspic. Always serve cheese the very
last, and never serve two salads.

A goose stuffed with prunes and
chestnuts, German style, makes a fine
dish. Select a young or green goose.
An old bird is strong and greasy, unfit
for food. One that weighs about four
or five pounds is good weight. In
buying, note the fat of the fowl. If
young, the fat Is light and clear; that
in an old bird dark. Before stuffing
remove the fat that can be reached
from the inside and under the skin.
This may bo saved and fried out for
sovergoose grease, a
eign remedy for sore throats or cold
In the chest. Wash the bird Inside
and out, and wipe dry. Season on
the Inside with salt and pepper, then
Btuft and truss ip shape like a turkey.
To make the prune stuffing, soak a
quarter of a pound of prunes in cold
water over night. Drain, cover with
boiling water, and simmer until tender. Wash one cup rice, add the
prune juice mid enough water to make
three cups of liquid in all, season with
a teaspoonful of salt, and cook until
the rice is tendei about 20 minutes.
Add the prunes stoned and cut in
pieces and a dozen large chestnuts
Illend
blanched and cut In piecesthoroughly and stuff. Put the goose
on Its breast on a rack in a dripping
pan, dredging with flour seasoned with
mlt and pepper, and set in an exlr
hot oven to roast. When it begins to
brown pour a pint of boiling water in
the pan, and every 15 minutes baste,
dredging with flour, salt and pepper
after each basting. Cook an hour and
a halt, lift out on a heated platter,
skim off tne fat In tho dripping pan.
thicken with a tablespoonful of flour
and pour in a cup of boiling water,
Stir until smooth and thickened ana
If it lacks a rich brown color, add a
tablespoonful culinary bouquet. Strain
and serve as gravy for the goose
Always serve a dish of tart apple
sauce with roast goose or roast pork.

WILLIAM VAUGHN,

Prop.
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slhould1 be no ourtailim'tit of the public
A NEW REVENUE
SYSTEM,
i institutions of this
Revenue is the power that
Territory as they
the state. Without it the com- exist today. The School of Mines
monwealth can not enforce law and has been more or loss unfortunate In
order, lit can not support public insti- the presiding officers of Its faculty up
tutions and schools, in fact, without to the present school year. It now
an income there can be no govern- 'has a first class faculty with the right
ment of any consequence. The reve- kind of a man at the 'heJin. It Is donue problem is therefore a vital one ing .good work this year and it. is an ways.
Duo of the important provisions is
to every state and territory as well Institution it'lwt should oerhiinly re
one requiring great publicity in
the
as to the nation and aill revenue sys- ceive the proper and genuine support
to the financial condition ot
tems,
comprise some of the people of the Sunshine Terri respect
necessarily
in
scheme of taxation, either direct or tory: the output of precious and base all Insurance companies operatingcomwould
this
Colorado.
Induwtly
has
on
the
far
the
coal
is constantly
indirect. Thus
metaJs and
problem
for companies
not bun satisfactorily solved 'in all of ncrease and' in five ''years bids fair to pel good management,
or
but bo twenty times what, it was during which were shown to be wasteful
its pauses by any government
would forfeit
.sioiine
governments come nearer en- the year, 190(1. The industry of min ollieiiwlse extravagant,
conlldeiioe and suffer in busiforcing an equitable system of taxa- ing is an important one lo the Terri- public,
would stimulate all
ness.
'Competition
it.
can
foster
tion than others, and unfortunately. ory and everytiliiiig that
to make as good a. shewing
possible
New Mexico has not been t'hu far tumid be done.
would inure to
the most successful in equalizing the
The Silver City Normal School has ;he results of wliich
burden of taxation or smiting the done good work and there should be the benefit of policy 'holders.
Whether Ibis measure or some ethrock of its resources so 'Chat an abund- no ali'tnpt to discontinue It. To he
Is enacted, the aim of the leg'.sla-- t
er
it.
is somewhat isolated and of
ance of revenue gushes forth, although
ure
of late years there ihas been consid
Hut that matters lire should be to secure as efficient
local character.
erable improvement, especially, since not; what, benefits one part ol .ew management of the slate Insurance
case
the creation of the office of traveling Mexico, benefits to si greater or small department as possible. This is a
to heart the
should
lake
one
whero
fake
juulii'tor, and the coming Legislative er degree every other part. The
of Secretary Root that the
Assembly will be called uion to enact eformers and tax 'dodging gang, of warning
MISTAKES OF SALAD MAKERS.
a complete and revised1 scheme of course, want faxes reduced. n mem slates may ultimately forfeit, their
to the exrevenue. The vital imints in the bers are paying so much and high powers of
Writer Calls Attention to Inharmonithat circumstances may show
proposition will be provisions for axes, you know! For Instance here tent,
ous Combinations.
to do the
or
them
incapable
unwilling
equitable assessment and the thorough is the company ituu publishes the
collection of taxes upon this assess 'uklr Journal, returns its property at people's will.
Salad translated into the American
ment. To obtain the former, the about
of its selling price;
language seems .to mean conglomerafor
of
board
of
NEW
.Lumber
the
CREATE
American
equalization the
powers
Company,
PROPOSITIONS TO
tion with a mayonnaise dressing. The
will have to be extended so that lit instance, poor down trodden corpora
COUNTIES.
way natural affinities in the order of
can not only fix a basis for the valua tion which, had something like $t;oo,New Mexico may have "three new
things are violated In Amergrowing
tion of different classes of property 000 worth of property on liand on Hie counties created by the
ican salads is fairly (and horribly) inbut can review and revise assess first of March of last year, returned
dicative of the way principles of naLegislative Assembly and again it
ments on all property un every county this at a ridiculously low valuation;
It is understood that
ture are confused in our social order.
may not have.
in
and equalize them so that people
the sport-taelement, in the Duke City efforts will be made relative to the
Oranges and lettuce leaves, celery
one county are not called' upon to hear and its connections1 hsive grown very
or Eddy, ('.rant and San
and bananas, olives and pineapple, are
a burden 'disproportionate to that rich, and own some of the best real subdividing
a few of the original combinations ofMiguel Countits.
borne by the people of equal wealth estate in the city which Is returned
Back of the project to have San
fered to me In the United States In the
assessor
Its
the
where
of
in another county,
at
or
name of salad, always with mayonMiguel County cut in half wit'h the
has different Ideas about proper, y valuation; these unfortunate toilers
River as the dividing line
naise dressing and usually with nuts.
As to the and tax d.j.isers and properly owners, (lallinas
values and assessments.
west is tihe rivalry between
like nuts and I have not followed the
and
cast
collection cf taxes, New Mexico lias hut not Uix payers object to paying the
teachings of Boston domestic ecocity and town of l.as Vegas. Ever
thus far had but a haphazard method taxes for the .support of the School since the two communities on
nomists without learning their nutriopposite
so that a premium was placed upon of Mines, of the Silver City Normal
tive value. But I want, to know when
sides of the Galllnas River have been
tax dodging. The tax collector in School and other Territorial educa
as separate municipalithey are coming. I like to be prepared
incorporated
most counties collected only those tional and charitable iiistl'tu'llons.
for them Indeed, a normal stomach
a lack of
there
'has
been
ties
taxes tliat came voluntarily to his of
l'lie 'Albuquerque Fakir Journal
needs to be prepared for them and
and united effort in matters
flee.
The taxes that did not thus evidently thinks that the coming aswhen, under its mayonnaise mask, the
to the upbuilding of the
looking
coMeot
come to tan were either not
sembly consists of a lot of
The
Meadow City as a whole.
frightful uncertainties of an American
on
d at all, or were rebated later
in human form wlio will listen
salad have entered my mouth, and,
ihas not served to
onibroglio
or compromised. In some instances, to its trash and misrepresentations. In
unwarned, I find the supposedly soft
the factions nuy closer together.
bring
with the aid of the district attorney, this the New Mexican believes it will
mass full of small, hard substances,
of Las Vegas proper are op
a feeble effort was made to collect find itself very thoroughly and very People to the
this is an affront to nature, an abuse
up of the coun
splitting
posed
delinquent taxes but with only par- fullv mistaken. Time will loll.
of confidence, which I find it exceedit. is favored by a number
while
ty
tial or ,in different success. The rem
to condone. Harper's
ingly hard
of residents of East l.as Vegas where
PROGRESS AND ADVERTISING,
edy is a simple one ami is very sine
Bazar.
the
originated.
plan
There are merchants and mereessful'ly applied in Pennsylvania anil
If Grant County is cut in two as
in other states.
chants in Santa Fe as well as in the
Raw Eggs as a Tonic.
the new county thus formed
proposed
bonds
The tax collector and his
other cities and towns of the Terri will be named Pyramid' and ihe coun
Those who take raw eggs as a tonic
men are charged with the entire tax tory. Some of them are enterprising
declare that an egg is spoiled by any
ty seat Will be located at Lordsburg,
duplicate for the particular county and believe in modern methods of Inhabitants of the southern part of
'Ihe fresher the egg
kind of cooking.
That is, if the county's taxable valu business as the times require. Others
most popular ana
The
better.
the
so
In
of
this
are
favor
Grant
County
ation is $2,000,000 and the average tax are fossils and live in the business at- Ihe
pleasant way of serving the egg is In
there claim.
promoters
and
latcollector
tax
rate four mills, the
mosphere of fifty years ago. The
sherry. Very little Is needed in the
Artesia people are behind Ihe movehis bondsmen are charged up with ter are a detriment and drawback to
into this the egg is broken,
glass,
a new county out of
create
ment
to
This must be collected or the community of which they are
$80,000.
It is then swallowed whole. One
and
Counties
Chaves
of
and
Cream
Eddy
Soups.
the tax collector and his bondsmen members. Their room would be much parts
will be surprised how easily the egg
and if this Is done the plan is to have
Many sorts of vegetables can be
must, make the deficit good. The law better than their company for all conat
new
tfips down the throat and the pleasant
the
seat
of
in
ihe
Peas
cream
county
to
make
used
soups.
county
collect
to
cerned except themselves. The fact
gives them ample power
taste it leaves. Some believe that
a
Artesia.
delicious
make
soup.
rem
particular
these taxes and only after every
that there are too many of the latter
will Beans also, celery, potatoes, squash half the benefit of the egg is lost ir the
What act Ion the legislature
edy has been exhausted, is the collect class in the Capital City has acted for
The best time to
llw and tomatoes, these all make delicious yolk is broken.
of
Ihe
to
In
take
creating
regard
or permitted to present a list ot exon a .long time detrimentally to its
raw eggs is uerore meals, esare growth, and is one of the causes of three new counties proposed' is of soups. One housewife adds instan- take
exonerations
These
erations
course problematical.
taneous tapioca to her tomato soup, pecially breakfast. After taking tills
granted in part or altogether only af Its slow progress these days. Unwhich gives it an added richness. An- diet for a week or two, it should be
cause
enthe
into
ter rigid examination
fortunately, the live,
with a liking for celery puts a discontinued for several days and
other
tax
of the
levy ergetic merchants or Santa Fe are
for the
The Territory of New Mexico tostick or two into most of her soups to then resumed. Raw eggs are more
As a con not as plentiful as they should or
In
in that particular instance.
ever
condition
than
is
better
day
it a flavor. If soups are liked easily digested man cooued ones.
sequence, ordinary forms of
might be. Those of the latter class before in Its history and immigration give
boiled- - and fried eggs are the
are unknown In Pennsylvania in the city are doing what they can into its confines is larger than ever quite bat and peppery, a teaspoonful Hard
most difficult to digest.
desauce
the
of
Worcestershire
ingives
a
safeguard
This also provides
before. Thanks to the efficient, and
towards this
advance,
administration sired piquancy. It is a good idea to
against fraud. No man pays mon crease in population and in wealth. honest
Republican
For Burns.
and serve croutons wfth these soups. Croutaxes than the government compels The fossilized portion makes it all since 18ii7 and the enactment
The very best thing for burns are
him to pay and therefore when the the harder for the progressive and en- carrying Into effect of many whole- tons can be made of odds and ends of
salts. Lime water
lax collector is required to turn over ergetic business men to succeed in some statutes passed by Republican bread cut into dice and fried in butter. glycerin and epsoin
to the treasury the entire amount of business and iu the upbuilding of this legislative assemblies and approved It is an excellent way of utilizing ends and linseed oil are most widely used,
These of bread and the family appreciates but glycerin and epsom salts are suthe tax duplicate for his district there city and its commercial and business by Republican governors.
perior. Moisten the salts with water
remains nothing for him to steal. interests.
Advertising is one of the facts cannot be successfully contra- these little additions.
an equal
enough to dissolve, add
However, to make doubly sure, re great necessities of the times and dicted by fake reformers and tax
amount of glycerin as of salts used.
Chicken Served on Shortcake.
sheets. The
ceipt, books In triplicate on carbonized many and many a profitable business dodgers and by yellow
This summer I spent the day at a Soak cotton In the liquid, place on
paper, each receipt numbered consec has "been built up by judicious, persis- people know and they are satisfied.
farmhouse with old friends, says an burn, bandage so as to keep out the
utlvelv, should be issued out of the tent and constant advertising.
The "biddy" was air, keep moist, and the Injured part
eastern writer.
office of the Traveling Auditor. A
Upon this important phase of modCongressman Curtis of the First rather small for a large family and will bo well In a remarkably short
the collector fills out the receipt for ern business ability and present comRepresentative District of the Stale was served in this way, and how time. Relief from pain is almost Im
the tax payer, two carbon copies are mercial enterprise, an editorial in a of
Kansas will be the next United good it tasted. The fowl was fric- mediate.
made at the same time, one to be kept recent issue of the Pueblo Chieftain
States Senator from that state. II asseed and served on squares of short
to
to
the
and
is
other,
called
collector
tax
and
in
is very much
point
by the
was claimed by his opponents that cake with the gravy. Also a
Tea a la Russe.
largo
be sent to the office ot the Traveling the attention, not only of all the busthe railroad influence supported him. dish of the short cake and gravy was
The popular Russian tea served in
in
must
that
TerAuditor. The collector
iness men of this city but of the
if not, why not? Railroad coron the table so that every one could tall glasses can be prepared in many
manner account for every receipt no ritory in general. Says the Chieftain: Well,
porations have as good a right to sup- have more shortcake if they couldn't ways, the addition of lemon or not to
Of course
man
in
his
stamps
possession.
"Schiller
wrote,
'Every
longer
candidates for the United Slates have more chicken. I
thought it quite the decoction of tea being a matter of
there are methods and other plans his value upon himself. The price we port
Such
Senate as have other people.
successIdea1
and
families
for
as
an
safe
and decided taste. Some people prefer the substl
us.'
is
large
given
probably equally
challenge for ourselves
are too silly for serious
tutlon of a few drops of orange flower
to pass it along.
ful but unless the collector is charged
"This statement contains most ol charges
water to the acid of the lemon, while
Parwith the full amount of the tax dupli- the philosophy of advertising.
others flavor with essence of ginger or
To Darn Serge.
cate, he will only collect the taxes ticularly does it explain (he various
In Texas they are having a great
When darning cloth, serge, or tweed, a few grains of cinnamon.
easiest to collect and the door is degrees and kinds of store success.
thrown wide open for tax dodging if
"Almost without, variation, stores time fighting for and against the re- It is best to unravel a strand of wool
A French Darn.
not fraud.
come to be the concrete effect of the election of United States Senator from the raw edge of a turning, if it
torn piece and so make
the
out
Cut
use
to
this
and
his
record.
can
be
mend
and
procured,
investigating
advertising that Is done for them. Bailey
a clean hole. Shave the edges as close
REDUCING TERRITORIAL EDUCA- They rome to typify the net result This Is time and money lost. Sena- the material with.
Next lay the torn piece
as possible.
TIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
of the campaigns of publicity that tor Bailey admitted that he was in the
A
Tear.
on a square of the same material;
The Albuquerque Fakir Journal and have been carried through for them. pay of the Standard Oil Company.
A
tear is best mend- tack It down and cut the patch to the
the fake reformers and 'tax dodging
"In almost every city In the world What more is there necessary?
tailor's mending required shape. Sew the patch and
with
ed
editorial
pubone
Invisibly
an
is
in
the
store
the biggest and best
gang it represents,
plaster, which is applied to the back the garment to a piece of paper and
lished yesterday, demand that tihe that has been advertised in the bigto
Henri
Col.
Wnllerson,
According
darn invisibly with (threads of the
number of territorial educational in- gest and best ways. The next In im- of the Louisville Courier Journal, SeoJ of the material.
material or hair.
be reduced by the coming portance has been second in the In- retary of War Elihu Root resembles
stitutions
Roses Very Popular.
'
of
some
Us
In
that
shown
and
enterprise
Let' dative Assembly,
telligence
the late George III. This is about as
Roses are positively the most fashLacings of Velvet.
them ue legislated out of existence advertising. And the comparison will tough a thing as any one has ever ionable flower of the moment and
of velvet nm found as trimLacings
they
course!
in
Of
store
hold true down to the tenth
and otihers consolidated.
He still sur- bloom on
said about Mr. Root.
velvet
and
hats
logoiiier panels, sleeve
silk
as
holding
ming,
felt,
Mines
at Importance or the last one of nil.
For instance, the School of
vives, however.
caps and jacket fronts.
beautifully as If it were June.
Schiller,
"So that, to. paraphrase
Socorro and the N'ormail 'School In Silver City sihould 'be con soli dated with every merchant stamps the character
The question of County division In
The New Mexican Bindery Is turnIt jon canuot afford to pay for
the University of New Mjexico! Do of his advertising upon his store.
chalSan
Miguel county is becoming rather ing out some of the most artistic daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
we
of
of
And the sort
reputation
you see? What a nice piece
The raging waters binding In the Southwest. It Is the New Mexican Review and get the
to a burning one.
my that would be! The University of lenge for our enterprises is given
of the mighty Galllnas river divide the moit completely equipped binderr in cream of the week's
New 'Mexico In Albuquerque is now them."
doings. It Is
factious. Fortunately It Is absolutely the Rocky Mourtatu States south of good paper to send to your friends.
already top heavy and this consolida
all
blanks
Is
of,
be
for
legal
headquarters
a local question, although it may
LEGIStion would bring twenty or thirty NECESSARY INSURANCE
made more than that in the coming kinds. The company makes a specialty
LATION.
more professors to the Duke City.
The public is showing its apprecla
In handling land office Wanks, necesIn the
They propose to improve the Insur- Assembly,
What the 'Representatives
In min- tiou of the attractive circulars sent
entries
and
in
homestead
sary
Council and dn tihe House of the next ance law of the state of Colorado In
Prices low, especi- out by the New Mexican Printing
The Sliver City Independent says eral applications.
and Grant the present Assembly and in that dhey
to rubber stamps,
A'ssem'hlv from Socorro
in
quantities. Circulars giving Company, in regard
ally
Counties and their districts 'have to are right, especially In the Item of that sidewalk improvements In its full information furnish1 n applicathe man- town are very necessary. Ditto in
Subscribe for the Daily New
way upon this matter Is another story. requiring greater .publicity of
tion.
As tar as this paper la concerned, it agement and financial tra.iMaet.tons of Santa Fe. Here is a pointer for the
and get he news.
which the New
makes the assertion and it knows that such companies. In (New Mexico, up city administration
Mexlthat
Subscribe tor the Dai!, New
this cannot be Justly contradicted that to within two years ago, Insurance Mexican hopes It will iheed and
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
CM.
It Is for the public JntcresHhat there companies were required to publish speedily.
main-'tain-
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TflE PALACE HOTEL

Prunes and Chestnuts, German Style,
Make Delicious "Filling."
CHAT ON MATTERS

JANUARY

TUESDAY,

-

BERBER

Washington Avenue

-

El PRICE

GENERAL AGENTS

6E6 y

FOR

NEW

MEXICO

Ml
FOR

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PENN

OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely

PA.

a Mutual Insurance Company.

Co., of

Rational Surety

flew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rate,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
HI

LACOMU

& GABLE,

Proprietors.

Q THE

L

A
I

R
E
HOTEL

LSLu

American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department-OpeDay and Night. PresB the Button we do the rest.
n

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
One of

the Best Restanraits in the f cutliviest.

OPEN DAY andNIGHT
REGULAR MEALS 35c

MEAL TICKET,

21

Meals $5.

SHORT ORDERS
LA CARTE.

FIRST CLASS
SERVED

A

All Kinds of Spanish Dishes Prepared by New Cook From El Paso.

.

wide-awak- e

Best Rooms in City; 50 Cents and

Up.

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, south side plaza.
I

G.

LUPE HERR;EP, Prop.

PLACE
OUR
OTTO
RETSCH

Proprietor.

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

.it
--

SANTA IE, N. M

Three-Cornere- d

three-cornere-

&

Subscribe for the Daily New Mex!- The Legislative Manual tor 1905 or
Blue Book for New Mexico, histories; can and get the news.
and official compendium of value to
eve.y business man and officer and o
interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.50. Address the New Mex
lean Printing. Company, Santa Fe.

The New Mexican can flo printing
equal to that done lo any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
vork we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class ot work, Including one of
the best binderies in the west
The New Mexican Printing Company
as on hand a large supply of pads
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at five cents In book form,
but will give a discount on quantities
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican "ad."

try

, TUESDAY,

JANUARY

15,

'SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N.JiL

1906.

THE FIRST pTIOJML

i

BA

Members Have Begun Arranging for
Accommodations Busy Times
Ahead.

.

OF IANTA FB.

LEGISLATURE TO
CONVENE SOON

The
Legislative Assembly of New Mexico will convene
the first of next week in Santa Fe. The
1170.
In
legislators will be coming from now
Establishes1
Mexico.
New
In
oldeit
Tha
banking Initltutlon
on until next Monday.
Most of tlhe
Cashier.
H.
JOHN
VAUGHN,
RUFU3 J. PALEN, Prealdent
members of both, branches living In
other parts of the Territory have al
LEVI A. HUGHE8, Vice Preildent. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
ready engaged apartments at local
Aselatant Cashier,
hotels or boarding houses covering
the period of two months that the
legislature will foe tai session. The
Claire and' Palace Hotels as usual
Suralw and Un""td Profits flJK.
wall be the
Capital HW.MS.
headquarters of a ma
jority of 'Che legislators and employes.
'Hon. Charles A. Spless of Las Ve
gan, of the Fourth, Council District,
Loant
Transacts a general banking buelneai In all its branchea.
composed of San Miguel County, who
is being spoken of as the probable
colmoney on the moat favorable terme on all klnde of personal and
president of the Council, will make
his home during the tnterim at the
lateral security, Buys and sell bonds and stocks In all markets for
Claire. Others who have secured
Its customere. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and 5 rooms 1n advance at this hotel are:
Councilman Harvey M. 'Richards, of
makes teleraphlo transfsra of monoy to all aarte of thi civilized
from the ninth district
r, San Marctal,
composed ot Socorro and Sierra Counworld on as liberal terms aa are &!ven by any
ties; Councilman William D. Murray,
at the
of Silver City, from the tenth district
agency, public or private. Interest a'lowad on time deposits
composed o Grant, Luna and Dona
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year'e term.
Ana Counties, Representative Robert
from the fourMartin of CuchlHo,
I Iberal advances made on consignments of live stock and produots.
teenth district composed of Socorro
'
and Sierra Counties, and RepresentaThs bank execute all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
tive M. J. Moran, of Demlng, from
enthe fifteenth district composed of
alms to extend to them ae lioerai iriaimeni ir, an respeeie,
De- Grant ami Luna. Counties.
of
sound
Safety
the
banking.
and
principles
with
3
alstent
safsty
The following have engaged apartof the public le respectfully so- ments at the Palace: Councilman Carl
posit boxes for rei.t. The patronage
A. Dalles, of Wi'llard, from the elevllclted.
enth district composed of Otero, Lin
coln and Torrance Counties; Repre
sentative Horace C. Abbott, of Raton
from Hie first district composed of
Colfax County; and
Representative
S. E. Al'drich, of Gallup, from the
twelfth 'district composed of Valen
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
cia, McKinley and Torrance Counties,
BOSWKLL, NliW MBXlCO.
Thirty-sevent-

'

h

f

$

THE MILITARY

TRAIN DITCHED
AT TORRANCE

SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO

Established and Supported by the Territory.

EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,

all graduates of Standard Eastern
New buildings,. all furnishings and equipments modern and comolectrlc-llghtnall conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; steam-heateCol let; 35.

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,

S3S0 per session.

Session Is

hree terms of thirteen weeks each.

ROSWELL

Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Sunshine jvury day from September to June.

REGENTS Nathau Jaffa,
Flnlay and E. A. Cahoon
For particulars address

W. M Eeed, W. M, Atkinson,

A.

VV.

and Injuring
Killing Five Persons
a Number of Others Caused By
Open Switch.
Special to the New Mexican.
Torrance, X. M., Jan. la. Five persons were killed and nearly a score of
others injured In a wreck on the El
Paso & Southwestern Railroad near
here at 3:30 o'clock Sunday morning. An open switch is said to have
been responsible for the accident. The
dead are:
H. F. ACKLT3Y, engineer, Cavizozo.
.
C. J. REDFIELD, fireman,
Alamo-gdrdo-

COL,

J,

W. WILLSCN,

"

Supt.

HARTLEY SPENCE, Corona.
ANDREW
HERRON, Bisbee

Ari-

zona.

0J0 CALIENTE r0T
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to tl)e springs.
,The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude," (i,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of iuvalids.
and tourists. People' suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,CS6.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, be.ing
the richest alkaline Hot Springs In
e

Bar-anc- a

SPRINGS.

the world.
The efficacy ot these waters has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to In the
diseases: Paralysis, Rheufollowing
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Femal Complaints, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
per day; $15 per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and wafts for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort is attractive at all
seasons and is open all winter, Passengers for Ojo Caliente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m
and reach Ojo
Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further particulars, address

Unknown Mexican child.
The scene of the wreck was at Var
ney, a small station about four miles
west of Torrance. Passenger train
No. "0 of the Rock Island, eastbound,
was bowling along at a high rate of
speed on a down grade when It
struck the switch and dashed into the
sidetrack. The engine and tender
both went into the ditch upon striking
the open switch, dragging the mail,
express and passenger trains oft the
track also.
Engineer Ackley and Fireman
were pinioned under the locomotive and they were Instantly killed.
The passengers who were killed or
injured were In the smoking car.
and a colored
Some twelve natives
porter are among the injured. Their
names could not be ascertained.
All of the cap which went into the
ititch were demolished and the front
end of the chair car which stayed on
(he track .was crushed in. None of
the passengers in the chair car was
hurt.
Red-fiel-

PAGE

t
Will

Willard

WILLARD,

a
pake T owp

THE

GATEWAY

Wlllard Is located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancla Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and S. F., and the Santa Fe
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water in abundance and it is the only point on the entire new line where
there Is good water and plenty of it. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station in the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
and its railroads make it easily accessible to all parts of the country. It Is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
TOGETHER. It has Push, it has promise, it has excellent business openings. It is worth your while to Investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
wants you. The townslte Is owned by
east-Lot-

Willard Town

Ojo

H. C. Yontz

Proprietor.

Caliente. Taos County,

N .JH

MANUFACTURES OF

DEALER IN

eiican Filigree

Wattes, Clock Jewelry

JEWELS

and Hani Painted Ctina.

Rspalr of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rups
dlan Hoods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

and 1d

MONSTER LOBO
TRAPPED AND KILLED
Raton, X. M., Jan. 15. After having ranged for nearly twenty years in
Colfax County, a big gray wolf was
trapped recently near this place and
shot by C. R. Elliott, a hunter and
trapper. The animal had killed hundreds of dollars worth of range cattle,
calves and sheep. It was the male of
a pair that had been pursued and
hunted for years by ranchers. The
females and a litter of nine pups
were caught and killed by Gus Brack-ett- ,
a year ago, who wounded the
mother and roped her. He secured
about $150 In bounties,
The old Lobo was so aged that his
hair had turned gray In many places
giving him an uncanny and ferocious
appearance. He was caught securely
with one foot in each of two traps,
preventing him from freeing himself.

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.
JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
LOUIS C. BECKER,
Treasurer.
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
Call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT,
Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR, WILLARD.
By reason of Homeseekert ticket reading to other points the country around Wlllard has beet, .omewhat overlooked and vacant u..J yet remains
open to homestead entry comparatively close In.

REACHING

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

THE SPOT.

A cold wave of

St. Paul, Jan.
considerable intensity has developed
in the wake of the heavy snowstorm
in eastern Montana and western North
Dakota. Readings at stations In the
Canadian Northwest showed temperature ranging from 14 below aero at
Mlnnedosa to 32 below ait both Battle
Ford and Swift Current. In the United States the coldest place was Hav-re- ,
Montana, where there was a sub
zero mark of 22 degrees. .Other tem
were Helena, 14 below;
peratures
Mies City, Montana, 10 below; Bismarck, North Dakota, 6 below;North Dakota, 18 below; Devil's
Lake, Nrotih Dakota, 16 below.
The Intense cold will materially add
to the sufferings of those communities
experiencing a fuel farplne.
Blizzard Raging in Montana.
Helena, Mont., Jan. 15. The worst
siwW of winter weather experienced in
Montana for .many years now prevails.
Unusually heavy snow, especially In
of the state, and
the northern
old weather is stopping
extremely
the operation of trains, ettJangering
lives of cattle and sheep ami even
menacing human life in remote districts.
Old stockmen say tlhe outfloolt Is
more serious for their herds 'than any
tlime since the memorable winter of
1878, when loss was extremely heavy,
15.
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CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

Scores of Santa
.
ATTORf'EYS-AT-LAWFe Citizens Say.
Palace.
To cure an achms oack,
Cieorge S. Klock, Albuquerque; MarThe pains of rheumatism.
tin Lohman, Las Cruces; James S.
MAX. FROST.
The tired-ou- t
feelings.
Las
H.
A.
Duncan,
Vegas;
Cobaugh,
You must reach the snot get at
at law.
Attorney
St. Joseph; J.. A. Israel, J. Correy, the cause.
New Mexico.
Santa Fa
Denver; J. F. HInkle, Roswell; Clara
In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
D, True, Mrs. L. M. Randall, Espan-ola- ;
Doan's Kidney Pills are for tiie kidMr. and Mrs. J. B, Cohee, San
neys.
R.
VeE.
Las
Francisco;
H, B. HOLT,
Twitchell,
Cipriuuo Chavez, county jailer of
gas; J J. MacSellar, Philadelphia; D. Agua Fria Street says: "1 had
Attorney-at-Law- .
attacks
J. iterron, East Las Vegas; N, O. of backache for three or four
New Mexico.
years. Las Cruces,
Fiye, Denver; F. W, Hanson, Chicago. Latterly they were of much longer
Practices in the district courts as
Claire.
duration and occurred much ruore fre- well as before the Supreme Court of
Edward Gessut, Galye C. Talbot, Ar- quently. For 20 days before I went the Territory.
tesla; S. F. Sanderson, Denver; Frank to Ireland's Pharmacy there was no
Willis, Canadian, Texas; M. L. Eng- let up to the dull aching aud nagging
Ish, Dolores; J. L. Johnson. El Paso pain despite the fact that I used mediRICHARD H. HANNA.
C. S. Price, Madisonville, Ky.; Nelll
cines aud wore plasters. Two days'
Attorney at Law.
B. Field, Albuquerque; Alberto Cabal- - treatment
with Doan's Kidney Pills Phona C(.
Office, Grlffl.i Blk
PhilB,
S.
erro, ttuadalafarra, Mexico;
was sufficient to let me know that
lips, Bukman; A. Sandoval, Sandoval; the remedy was going to the root of
Frank Ells, Taos; W. F. Tawraferra, the cause uud a continuation of it for
G. W. PRICHARD,
ToiKika; H. F, Hood, Denver; F, M. some time stopped the very' severe
Palmer, Trinidad; H. J. Ryan, J. F. attacks."
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices In all the District Courts
Decew, Las Vegas; J. Landeu, TriniFor sale by all dealers.
Price 50
dad; J. P. Brackett, Raton.
cents.
Co., Buffalo, and fives special attention to cases
Normandie.
New York, sole agenta for the Unl'ei before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Charles A. Johnson, Gallup; F. B. States.
Office, Laughliu lilfc., Santa Fe, N. M.
Moss, Denver; Mr. and Mrs, Sig
Remember the name Doan's and
(ilenwod Springs, Colo.; N. G. take no other.
Edmunds, Alamosa; Dick House,
BENJAMIN M. READ,
H. M. Hurley, Durango; Arthur
FOR THAT TIRED FEELING.
Attorney at law.
Bishop, Fresno, Colorado; James B.
Men whose work keens them largely
Banta Fe,
New Metlco.
Hall, Albuquerque.
men
whose vital forces are Office, Sena Blk.
indoors;
Palace Ave
Coronado.
consumed by the tremendous strain
.1. W. Pain, Moriarty; J. N. Ferguentailed by constant mental applicason, C. N. Putnam, Roswell.
tion to business details, will find Dr.
Laurltzen's Malt Tonic the most deliCHAS. A. LAW,
cious and Invigorating of tonics.
BODY IDENTIFIED BY
Attorney-at-Law- .
K. S. RAtTNE & CO.
IT. S. Land Office
Practice, a Specialty
SCRAPS OF ENVELOPE
Phone 2S. Clayton,
New Mexico
CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 18.
of
of
Terrible
Hears
Death
Sister
i CAN SELL
Brother Whom She Had Never
WILLIAM H. K LLEWELLYN,
Seen.
Your Real Estate or Bualneaa
No Matter Where Located
Attorney at law.
Lai Cruces, New Mexico.
Lowell, Ariz., Jan. 15. A fragment Properties and Business of all kinds
States District
of an envelope led to the identifica sold quickly for cash In ai: parts of the United
Attorney.
tion ot H. K. Finch, who was run United St tea. Dou't wait. Wrltj todown and killed some time ago by a day describing what you have to sell
train near Sheridan, California, and aud give cash price on same.
A. W. POLLARD,
IF YO WANT TO BUY
the discovery of the dead man's
Attorney at law.
of
kind
or
Business
Real
any
Estate
'Mrs. F. E. Andrews, of this city. The
District Attorney, Luna County.
at
me
any price, write
your
clever piece of detective work was anywhere,
.
. New Mexico
.
i can save you time Demlug j
the work of the postmaster at Sheri requirements,
and money.
dan.
DAVID P. TAFF,
reUpon examining the mangled
B. C. Wade
THE LAND MAN,
J. H. Boaham.
mains which 'had been so badly cut
415 Kaniaa Avenue,'
iONHAM & WADE,
up as to preclude any possibility of
KANSA8,
Attorneya at
the features being recognized nothing TOPEKA,
Practice in the Supreme and Dli
but a scrap of an envelope was found
crlct Courtt of the Territory, In tht
(Homestead Entry No. C737.)
with the portion of a return address
Notice for Publication.
Probata Courti and before the U. S
In feminine
handwriting, "ell, Ariz.,
Department of the Interior, Land Of- Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Box 372."
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
The Sheridan postmaster upon beJan. 2, 1907.
tlhe
torn
of
of
the
finding
ing apprised
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
enevclope thought It might prove a
clue to the Identity and wrote to the Montoya of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
E. C. ABBOTT,
has filed notice of his intention to
postmaster at Ixnvell to ascertain who
at law.
Attorney
final
five
in
make
year proof
support
was the owner of postoffice box No.
Practice! in the District and 8n
to of his claim, viz. Homestead Entry
372 ami learned that it belonged
Court!. Prompt and earetal at
No, 6737 made December 21, 1901, for preme
Mrs. Andrews.
'entlon given to all bualneaa.
SW
the
NE
NW
SE
Mrs. Andrews had never seen her
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
SW
SE
and NW1-brother but 'She was positive that it. NE
20
3
section
5, township
N., range
E.,
was he who was killed. He left home
be made bewhen a boy and his whereabouts had and that said proof will
fore register and receiver, at Santa
A. B. RENEHAN,
been unknown until a few weeks ago.
New Mexico, on February 13, 1907.
Prietlcea In the Supreme and DU
When she received a letter from 'him Fe,
He names the following witnesses trict Courta Mining and Land Law
stating that he had only recently to
Sena Bldf.
prove, his continuous residence a Specialty. Roomi
She
found' out where she lived.
and cultivation of, the land, viz: Palace Ave., 8nta Fe, N. M.
upon,
to
was
the
him and it
promptly wrote
Ellas Valdez, Esquibula Jiron, Manuel
envelope on this letter which was T.
Hoybal, Antonio A. Romero,, all of
found In tola clothing and which led
Pojoaque, New Mexico.
to his identification.
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
MANUEL R. OTERO
(Late Surveyor General)
Register.
Does coffee
disagree with you?
Attorney it law.
Then try Dr.
Probably it does!
New Mexico.
Santa Fa
Why Colds Are Dangerous.
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health CofIf you would be immune from dis- Laid and Mining Buitnen a Specialty
fee" Is a clever combination of parch- ease, keep the system healthy. Each
ed cereals and nuts. Not a grain of successive cold weakens the constitureal coffee, remember, in Dr, Shoop's tion and renders infectious diseases
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Health Coffee, yet Its flavor and more liable. Chamberlain's
Cough
taste matches closely old Java and Remedy will cure your cold promptly
Attorney at law.
Mocha Coffee.
If your stomach, and restore the system to its normal District Attorney for Second JuJidal
District
heart, or kidneys can't stand coffee condition. For sale by all druggists.
It is
Practices la the District Court an,
drinking, try Health Coffee.
wholesome,v nourishing and satisfying.
the Supreme Court of tha Territory;
Notice for Publication.
It's safe even for the youngest child. Department of the Interior,
also before the United States Suprenw
Sold by Cartwrlght-DavlCo.
i:urt in Washington.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Albuquerque, New Mexteo.
January 12, 1907.
How to Avoid Pneumonia.
Notice is hereby given that Tomas
You can avoid pneumonia and other Vlanueva of ?alisteo, 'New Mexico,
serious results from a cold by taking has filed notice of his intention to
OSTEOPATHY.
Foley's Honey and Tar, It stops the make final five year proof in support
cough and expels the cold from the of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
system as It Is mildly laxative. Re- No. 5470 made January 5, 1900, for
DR. CHARLTS A. WHEELON,
fuse any but the genuine in the yel- the SE
Section 10, Township 13
low package. The Ireland Pharmacy. N
Oateopath.
Range 9 E., and that said proof
No. 10S Palace Ave.
will be made before the Register and
Receiver, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Successfully treata acute and chronic
How's This?
dneaaea without drugs or medlciaea.
We Offer One Hundred Dollan Reward for on February 21, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
any caio of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
No charge (or Consultation.
Hall'i Catarrh Cure.
to prove his continuous residence Houri:
Phona lit.
p. m.
to.,
F, J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
We, the underilgued, have known F. J. upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
IS yean, and believe him
Cheney for the
Jose Allres, Marcos Anaya, Juan
perfectly honorable In all builneu transactions and financially able to carry out any Vlanueva, Juan Ortega, all of Calis-teo- ,
firm.
thli
made
by
obligations
New Mexico.
MINING ENGINEERS.
Waldinq, Kinn k A Mkvik,
Wholesale Druggist, Toledo, O.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally,
Register.
aotluar directly upon the blood and muoons
urfaoes of the system. Testimonials sent
free. Prloe 75 oeuts per bottle. Sold by all
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Druggists
CONV,T. BROWN,
Take Hall's Family Pills for oonstlpation
Why la it that the firm of Hugnea ft
Mining Engineer.
of
success
a
the
are
making
Delgado
and Trtaaurar New Mexico
A GOOD HOTEL.
real estate business? It la became thla tacratary
Scheel af Mlnaa.
The Hotel Normandie is now pre- Arm Is reliable and any property
New Maxloo.
pared to accommodate its guests in placed In their hands will be looked Cocarra,
a first class manner. They have first after in a businesslike manner. Offlct
class rooms, first class dining room west of Plata.
service, and the prices are moderate.
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.
It will pay you to stop there.
Why Suffer From Rheumatism?
Do you know that rheumatic pains
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
can be relieved? If you doubt this
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has just try one application of Chamberbeen repainted, and refurnished, and lain's Pain Balm. It may not give
, CORBET A. SMYTHE.
Is now one of the best in the Terri- you relief from pain but will make
Civil, Mining ana Hydraulla
tory. They handle everything in the rest and sleep possible and that cerEngineers.
eating line from both eastern and tainly means a great deal to any one Assaying and General Contractlag.
western markets. A call will convince afflicted with rheumatism.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
For sale
Kaat ilda Plaza... ..Santa Fa, N. M
you that they know the business.
by all druggists.
It

Can

Be Done,

HIRAM
CIVIL

laata

L-i-

4

1

lit

T. BROWN,

ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
C. I. Mineral Burveysr
New Maxlea.
Fa,

NOTARY

PUBLICS.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Notary Public.

Office with the New Mexican Print- ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

PAL

ESTATE AND MINES.

ROMAN L. BACA,
Real Estate and Mines.

Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Office Griffin building, Washington
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Foster-Milbur-

s

NORTH SUFFERING
FROM COLD VAVE

s

and Imorovement o.

4

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

THREE.

Montezuma Lodge N"
F. ft A. M. Regular communication flrnt
Mw,Am
,u
vi esujiI. uiuattl
avuu;
at Masonic Hall at 7:su
1, A.

.

JUL

t

p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month it
Masonic Hall at 7:1
1,

9. m.
S. SPITZ. H. P.
ARTHUR SHLIGMAN, Secy.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Reeular conclava
In eacn
jSj? fourth
Monday
month at Masonic Hall at
:30 p.m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, B. C.
W. H. KENNHDY, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Maaonry meets
on the Ihird Saturday of each mont'a
at 7:38 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, aouth aide of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Maaoai are
cordially invited to attend.
CHARLIg FRANKLIN 1ASLBY, SI.
Venerable Master.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Bee.
I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. :, I. O. O. F
meeta every Thursday evening lnOdJ
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco itreet
Visiting brother! welcome.
J. E. LACOME, N. Q.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHTS

OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knlghta c:
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at S
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco itreec.
Visiting Knlghti given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTMR, O. C.

JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fa Loke. No. 4C0. B. P. O. .
hold! Its regular aeailon on the secon '
and fourth Wednesdays of each monti.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
come.
NORMAN L. KINO.
B.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
FRATERNAL UNION.
Fe Lodge. No. 2SS. Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meeting
first and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hal".,
San Franclaco atreot VUItlng Frat-er-

a

welcome.
R. L. BACa, Jrratemal Matter.
DAVID GONZALB8, Secy,
tf AOOI1 G. MONTOYA Trsiea

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
lerritory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for 110: Adant- ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
leather, 13; 1905 English and SDanlsh
and Spanish pamphlet,
full
2.25,
Pamphlet, 12.75: full leather 13.50:
Sheriff'!
Flexible
Cover
Pocket
Docket.
two
nr
single. 11.25:
more books. $1 each: New Mexico Su
preme Court Reports, Nob. 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's price,
13.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws. 76c: Compilation Minlne Laws.
60c; Money 'a Digest ot New Mexico
Reports, full sheeD. 16.50. delivered:
full list school blanks.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
Fou can get some bargains In the
real estate line right now by calling
on the reliable real estate dealers,
Hughea ft Delgado Once west tlda
ot Plaaa.

'
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Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
Satlsfncton of Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
sheet.
Chattle Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant to Appriasors, full sheet.
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.'
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
sheet.
Notice of Protest,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Application for Bounty for Killing
sheet.
Wild Animals,
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Pints,
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust.
sheet.
Relinquishment,
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
Homestead Application,
sheet.

m

Phulllps, of Tiwkman, lira au
lie ttnmoni uuuwr company,
pent tloday in the city on buslnoss.
II. I.. English, custodian of the Or
tiz in in u K'l'iint in southern Santa .Fe
Dolores on
County, is in town
U.

S.

ger or

business.
Theodore Corrick, proprietor of the
Sam a Fe Livery Stable, left for
t'liis morning where lie goes to
purchase dorses for his stable.
K. I;. Walker, a competent linotype
operator arrived in 'the city last eveand has taken a
ning from Durante
position In the news room of the New
Mexican Printing company.
two young
'.Mrs. C. X. Lord 'and
Sims left ithis .morning via Hie Santa
New York,
Fe Railway for Buffalo,
where she will visit, relatives. Thereafter she will go to 'bor old home in
Wnlerlowu, Now York.
lion. .1. F. HinUle, of Rosweil. one
of the liest known 'citizens of
New Mexico, .reached flip city
vcs'tenlav. He Is a member of the
Teiirilorial Hoard of Kniiializaitioti and
panic to attend its sessions.
Fiank Eilis formerly of this city,
now in business at Taos as a druggist,
came to town last evening, partly on
business and partly to vls't friends,
lie is doing very well In the county
seat of the northern county.
Alejandro Sandoval, of
Sandoval County, treasurer of the
county and also a member of the Hoard
of EnmiUziiition, arrived yesterday and
lyftended 'to his duties as a member
of the Board at today's session..
Mrs. H. Jacobs, of New York, sister
of S. Spiit?.. the well known jeweH'r
reached the city this .morning at
o'clock on tho belated Santa Fe train

BALLARD'S SNOW

LINIMENT
WILL CURE

WE ARE TAKING THE PLEASURE
TO INFORM THE PUBLIC IN GENERAL THAT WE ARE DOING BUSNEW BUILDING
INESS IN OUR
WILL BE KIND
AND IF YOU
ENOUGH TO FAVOR US WITH A
TAKE
GREAT
WE WILL
CALL
YOU
SHOWING
PLEASURE IN
'
AROUND.

ft).

Salmon

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, LTZ.,
G. A. Friodol, Dallas, Tex.
writes: "I use Ballard's Snow
Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
It relieves burns ami scalds.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

ST. UOVIH, MO..
Sold

FISCHER

and will be a gites-i- at .the Spitz residence, is:i Palace Avenue, for some
twite.
V. At. Woody, of Rinconado, was in
the oily Saturday on business before
He ret.u moil 'to
t.lie locai! land otiice.
his ihonie yesterday via nhe Denver &
Uio Omwin. 'Mr. Woody sa.ys that
prospects for good crops for the coming year are very encouraging.
Mrs. O. P. G. Clark and Miss Trene
Maiding of Washington. D. C, mother
Roman L. Raca,
and niece of Mrs.
have arrived in Santa Fe and are
guests at the home of Mrs. Baca.
They anticipate remaining "here for
several months and may remain until
:

summer.
James Correy of Denver, who has
been connected with the Denver and
RJo Grande for a number of years as
its tax commissioner and who knows
a good deal aliout sott soaping members of the Board of Equalization, 1s
in town registered at the Palace. Mr.
Correy is keeping a sharp lookout on
the doings of the Board of Equalization at its present session. He wants
the Denver and Rio Grande railroad
to pay as .little .taxes as possible under
the circumstances.

maw

and Recommended by
CO.

DRUG

OF

The New .Mexicim l'rln"t't (.'('"
puny has tho largest facilities and
most modern machinery for doing all
kinds of Printing and Binding in
style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
Pamphlets and Book
Ledgers.
work a specialty
Best Hook Bindery
in the Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proor of Labor,
Notion Mining Location, LI! sheet.
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Tit)e Bond of Mining Property,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal
Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Affidavit and Corroborating
with
C'oal Declaratory
Statement
Power of an Attorney,
sheet.
eral Affidavit,
s'.ieet.
Noiice of Bight to Water,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Properly,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of Nosheet.
tice,
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment,
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vensheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale In Books of 25 Blanks,
first-clas- s

4

.

Nun-Min-

School Suits
School Shoes
Of

ITCHING SCALP

Fot

FULLING

Every One.

Btiilt for Service and
Guaranteed in Every Detail. Prices
Lower than the Lowest.

For

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
No.
sheet.
Homestead,
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Final Proof of Desert Laud Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony,
sheet.
Declaration of Application,
sheet.
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Affidavit and' Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Entryman,
full
Filial Homestead Proof,
sheet.
sheet,
Sheep Contracts,
19o:!, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
$2.25; full Leather $:!.()(; 1905 English
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leather, $:.1.0b. Postage, Leather, lfic, pa-

mm is.
Half

Century the Leading Dry

a

P. O. Uox 219.

r

2

o

Goods

I

House in

Phono No.

the City'.

ilO.

CflARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company.
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds, Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
San Francisco St.

306--

Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

per, lie.
Laws of New Mexico.
Compiled
$9.50, postage, 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leather, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
7c.

HI

e

e

DRESSED

AND

Celebrated Makes.

PUNE

H. S.

10,

1.

& COMPANY

-1

WINTER GROCERY CO.

TURKEYS ALIVE

nd

Good Lookers and Good Wearers

Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Pocket,
Notary Seals Aluminum
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
nearest express office.
1
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $(1.50 a volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 25c.
.1. P. Civil
Docket, $2.75.
s
IOc per Book.
Postage, 45c.
1
.1.
P. Criminal Docket,
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
$2.75. Postage, 45c.
sheet.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Hair Finally
J. P. Docket,
Bill of Sale Hnnge Delivery,
Came Out Constantly
Civil,
$4.00. Postage 55c.
sheet.
Criminal,
calp
Be
Any-SSave
Cut to
Had to
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Now in Good Condition and No
Hand Made Ledger, $0.50.
Authority to Gather, Drive and HanMoney's Digest of New Mexico ReAnother Effective dle Animals Bearing Owner's RecorMore Itching
ded Brand,
sheet,
ports, Full Sheep, $0.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle animals Not Bearing Owner's Re- $3.00.
CURE BY THE
corded Brand,
sheet.
Gaming License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
CUTICURA REMEDIES
Notification of Change in Assesssheet
Certificate of Brand,
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
of the Peace Blanks.
Justice
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES OF ALL KINDS IN SEASON
sheet.
Agreement,
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
"I will gladly give you all the inforButcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet,
Appeal Bontls, Criminal,
case. I used
mation
concerning
my
CANDY, NUTS OF ALL KINDS, NEW CROP.
sheet.
sheet.
flaming Tables,
the Cuticura Soap and Ointment for a tainer,
sheet.
sheet.
diseased scalp, dandruff, and constant
Appl'catinn for License,
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
falling of hair. Finally I had to cut
k
r
k
Replevin Affidavit,
1
sheet.
1
1V1. V .
my hair to save any at all. Just at
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
Appearance Bond,
that time I read about the Cuticura sheet.
Appearance Bond on Continuauce,
Once every week I shamRemedies.
(.1. P.),
sheet.
sheet."
Warrant,
with the Cuticura Soap,
hair
my
pooed
of
Bond
S. E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
sheet.
Appearance, (District
Commitment,
and I used the Ointment twice a week.
sheet.
sheet.
Court),
Attachment Affidavit,
In two months' time my hair was long
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
enough to do up in French twist. That
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
is now five years ago, and I have a
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
is
The
length
sheet.
lovely head of hair.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Complaint, Criminal,
waist
line, my
six inches below my
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
scalp is in very good condition, and
sheet.
sheet.
plaint,
Execution,
of
the
dandruff
or
more
no
itching
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
Summons,
scalp. I used other remedies that were
sheet.
mons,
sheet.
t
recommended to me as good, but with
Subpoena,
sheet.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
no results. If you wish to publish
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and Deany of what I have written you, you sheet.
are welcome to do so. I am, respect.1.
P. Complaint,
sheet.
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
fully, Mrs. W. F. (iriess, Clay Center,
sheet.
Miscellaneous,
Capias
Complaint,
Neb., Oct. 23, 1905."
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket
sheet.
Search Warrant,
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
Spanish Blanks.
FROM THE HOUR OF BIRTH
each.
Auto de Arresto,
pliego.
Auto de Prision,
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
pllogo.
Mothers Should Use Cuticura
each.
Dechtraclon .Tttrada,
pliego.
Soap, the World's
Certificatlo de Nombramiento,
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
Favorite
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
pliego.
Mothers are assured of the absolute
Fienza ORcial,
Deed, The City of Santa Fe, full
pliego.
purity and unfailing efficacy of Cuticura
sheet.
Fianza Oflcial y Juramento,
Soup and Cuticura Ointment, the great
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
pliego.
and
in
the preservation
Skin Cure,
sheet.
Coulrato de Partldo,
pliego!
ion of the skin seal p, hair, and hands
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
of infants and children. For baby eczesheet.
English,
mas, rashes, itchings and chafings, as pliego.
well as for annoying irritations and
Esci'itura tie Uenuneia,
Application for Marlage License,
pliego.
ulcerative weaknesses, and many sanasheet.
Documento Garantizado,
plego.i Spanish,
tive antiseptic purposes which readily
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stcck, Blacksmith
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
Hlpoleca de Blenes Muebles,
suggest themselves to mothers, as well
postage, 17c.
as for all the purposes of the toilet, pliego.
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.
'
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
extensa
Documento Garantizado,
bath, and nursery, Cuticura Soap and
17c.
forma enlera, pliego heno.
pstage,
Cuticura Ointment are priceless.
Cuticura Soap, 25c, OintSolil throuKhoul the world.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $G.00. The
Certlflcado de Matrimonio, lOccada
ment, flic., KfBolvent, 5"e. (in form of Chocolate Coated
WOOD-DAVtwo for $10.00.
l'itls, Me. nor vial of flit), may be had of all drugiriHta.
tino.
Adapted to New
totter Urn and Chem. Corp., Sole Prop... Boston, Man.
Application for License, Retail LiFormula de Enumeraclon,
of Mailed Free, "The Ureat Cuticura Skin Book."
pliego.
sheet.
Conl rat o Entre los Dlrectores
y quor License,
WINTER MILLINERY.
Application for License, Game and
Prcceptores,
pliego.
Now selling at and below cost osLaws of New Mexico, 1S99, 1901 an J
Contrato do Combustible,
pliego.
trich illumes, fiiiicy wings and feathGeneral License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
:
:
14
Notas Oliligaclones, 25c por 50.
ers all at a burgaln. Felt lints lit
English and Spanish, 100 in Book, 75c.
Llbros
Certiflcados de Bonos, $1,
your own price. Call early and select
County Superintendent's Warrant
I.Ibros de Recibos Stipervlsores de
of the Int. While you may
the
50 in Book, 35c.
2."e,
('aminos,
think It kite in tho season for winter
Poll Tax Receipt. Book, English and
General Blanks.
goods, the chance to buy at such reSpanish, 50 In Bool,, 25c
foBond
to
sheet.
Deed,
duction will pay
purchase now.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
THE PLACE.
pages, 40c.
sheet.
Poll Books for Town Election, 8
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING Southeast corned I'la'.a. Always Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per Do- pages. 40c.
of everything in millinery
We make a specialty of PEVEIOPINO, PRINT;,' choice line
zen.
and fancy goods.
Poll Books, Election of School Di'
INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp'
Official Bond,
MISS A. MUGLER.
sheet.
4, 0, and 8 pages, English and
rectors,
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
Poll Tax List, 4, 6, and 8 pages.
510 Sontli Broadway;
8. Of!
UnUlllin
nUffLAnU & UU. l,OS ANGELES. CALIF,
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
in Book, Spanish, 25c each.
Signs, Card Board.
"GOOD
ROOMS."
Peace.
The Price of
15c each
"For Rent",!
You can get a good room at the
"Board"
The terrible itching and smarting,
............10c each
Just received a full line of White Plumes, Laces and Mollnes
10c each
"For Sale";.........
for Reception and Evening Hats.
inciden. to certain skin diseases, is Hotel Normandie at a very moderate
almost instantly allayed by applying price, either by the week or month.
MRS. LYNG.
220 San Francisco St.
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 25 cents. You will be gainer by calling there,
(Continued on Pago 5.)
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
Fcr sale by all druggists.

MMMIMmtM

This Month We're Making a
Special Sale on

.

1

LEGAL BLANKS.
TO THE LAW
NEW MEXICO.

J9C-3- -

Order

In

Affidavit,

CONFORMING

INCORPORATED

To Work Again- - New Clothes

2

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

1906.

15,

Back to School

4

pain

south-easter-

INVITATION TO ALL

ESTABLISHED 1856.

2

with
Why suffer
when

JANUARY

TUESDAY,

e

Phone 26.

GOOD THINGS

TO EAT,

Phone 26

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF
EASTERN CANNED GOODS
ALSO
NEW PANCAKE FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

i

NEW
NEW

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

2

Chickens,

Ducks, Geese, Oysters, j

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

4

i i Tir
ni TTTPn
pnrni
I Hl A Or
DU
I
HIAL

FURNITURE

2

llNtMUNI

r

Hardware

iiii!

FOR NEXT THIRTY DAYS.
CUT PRICES IN
Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,

-

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

THE

PRICES.

D. S. LOWITZKI.

4

puri-fic-

INCORPORATED

at

,

IS

I

H. B. Cartwright &

Brc

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour

mm4

Patent JHediefoo

Potato,
ano"

Stationery.
Grocers' Sundries.

2

HARDWARE CO.

228 San Francisco St.

AND GET

CALL

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and

Water Supplies

tie

Closm

4

Telephone

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

2

LADIES

PftOMTT ATTINTMN
AJTTA

IVM

m,

MAIL

K.

RDKR

I

The New Meslcau rrlntlng Company has on haud a large supply ol
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and abo for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
aud cheaper If ordered in larger quan
tltlps. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and yon are getting double
your money'p worth when buvlng.

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any of tbe large
cltfea. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We

Don't forget our jarge and complete
All
bindery and job department
work bandied in the most
manner. One trial makes you a permanent customer.

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company,
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Comply.

"i.i
J

t
r
JANUARY

TUESDAV,

SATA

1906.

15,

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.

the evening of January 24 are on sale
at the Fischer and Ireland pharnil-cieand Weltmer' book store,
Simla Fe's street were were seldom
if ever to worse condition Mian they
are at 't'he present ittme. In some
planes they are almost Impassable on
aocouiiit of the nnnd which Is ankle
deep.
Manager A. M. Dettlebach of the
opera house announces that the following attractions have been booked
for February:
"King Richard III,"
ComFebruary 2; Franklin-HustoMahara's Minpany, February
strels will be here on March G, "At
Cripple Creek" on March 23, and
"Hans Hanson" on March 25.
A rehearsal of the dancers who will
take part In the minuet, which will he
ball next
a feature of the Colonial
week was held last night at Elks'
Hall. It promises to be a great draw
ing card at what will probably be the
most brilliant function In the Capital
during tthe session of the
Legislative Assembly.
After repeated requests and correspondence extending over the past two
years. Postmaster Paul A. F. Walte;
has been given permission by 'the
postofllce department, 'to put 4 into effect, on all 'box rents paid for 't'he quarter beginning .April 1 and thereafter,
a considerable .reduction, ranging from
and a .third to flftey per
cent, so 'that the smallest size lock
box will rent for fil) cents a quarter,
I'he next size 'to It for 75 cents a quarter, large lock drawers $1 a quarter
and live largest size tuns $1.51) a quar-
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AIEXrCAN, SANTA FE, X. M.

PAGE FIVE.

s

and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.

Entering

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Simla Fe
1:20 p. m.
fXo. 2. iN'orthbound
arrives Sauta
Fe 4:20 p, ni, ,

denver'

&

rio grande.

No. 420. Eastuouud
11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound
Fe 3:30 p. m.

leaves

Santa

Fe

ATCHISON,

arrives Santa

TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
Lamy Branch.

Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
No, 721
9:40 a. m.
6: 50 p. in.
No. 723... .i
11:15 p. m.
No. 725
Depart from Santa Fe Station.
8:15 a. m.
No. 720
No. 722
4:20 p. ni.
7:40 p. m.
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west at
La my.
No. 724 collects with No. 1 west at
Lamy.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8
southbound and 0 west at Lamy.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No.
No.

1

stops at all stations.

east.

(minor city topics
Mrs. John V. Conway is reported as
Improving from her Attack of
tonsi-HM-

Mrs. Jose T. Sandoval is rapidly recovering after her recent illness of
pneumonia.
A good mountain wagon
will be
sold cheap. Inquire at 120 San Francisco street.
W. F. Brogan, new
edtor of the
New Mexican, is confined o his room
wltli an attack of la grippe.
With 'the session of the legishwure
only a few days in the future the politicians are beginning o 'turn their attention .toward Santa Fe.
Owing to 't'he 'terrific snow and rain
storm raging throughout
California
and Arizona for almost a 'week now,
Santa Fe
No. H, due last evening, has been annulled.
A marriage, license was Issued by
Probate Clerk' George W, Annijo yesterday to Miss Carlotta Kurbens, aged
20, a native of Canonclto, and Serafin
Bernal, aged 35, of Teeolote,
Tickets for- the Colonial ball to be
held under the auspices of the Daugh-ters of the American Revolution on
J

We hiivn

:THE

llijr Litis of Overcoat
in Style and Fit.

Best Day of All the Yea

Our New Spring Samples Just Arrived

has almost arrived, but, if you wish it to be a really "Merry Christmas,"
you must do your share in the giving of presents, for there Is no Joy like
that of making others hnppy. ,

Now is the Time to Leave Your Measure foi
One of those Nobby Suits that Eltle turns out

Everything that is

Up-to-Dat-

I

J

for

I

fit

Presents for Boys
"B. & B." Ice Skates,
Winchester
Rifles,

Dr. Delmel Linen Mesh Underweat Just in.
Orders Taken lor ladies' Underwear.

Foot-Balls-

ED EHLE,
LEGAL

are not so liable to spend
needlessly;

4

4

-

letter

heads, bill heads, note Heads,
envelppes, of all sizes printed and sola
by th New Mexican Printing Company at low rates and In quantities to
suit purchaser.

You can make it earn for you 4
interest if you deposit it here for a

given time.

The' New Mexican Printing Company Is prepared to do the best of
brief work In short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers who desire to have their briefs printed rapidly and correotly and to present
them to the Supreme Court now in
session hero on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company
and leave their orders.

Are these not excellent reasons why
should begin a deposit account
with us?
you

Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

Roller Skates,
Rocking Chairs,
Writing Desks,

Manager.

V.
Jr.

Santa Fe Livery Stable
THEODOHECORRICK

Decorated Cups and Saucers,
Dishes.
Bon-Bo-

For Gentlemen

For Ladies

Morris Chairs,
Combination Book Cases,
Shaving Sets,
Dressing Tables,
Gillette and
Safety Razors Louwelsa Vases,
Winchester Automatic Rifles,
Cut Glass Water Sets,
Colt's Automatic Pistols,
Artistically Framed Pictures,
Student Lamps,
Linoges Decorated Plates,
Book Cases,
Imported Dinner Sets,
Gun Cases,
Chafing Dishes.

Proprietor.

Ever-Read-

LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
FIRST-CI,AS-

8

SERVICE

If you wish your Christmas dinne
Roaster," tho
the market.
There are hundreds of articles, he
fer for sale at prices as low as is con
to show you.

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

FINE RIGS

120

jt

a "Llsk

jt

San Francisco Street.

g

r to be perfect, you should purchase
best roaster lor Poultry or Meat oa

sides those mentioned, which we ofsisteut, and which we will be pleased

sswws,

4

inches.
x 14 Inches.
Sheet, 8
Full Sheet, 14x17 Inches.
TERMS:
Cash Must Accompany All Orders-

it

Presents for Girfs

BLANKS.

(Continued from Page 4.)

Size of Blanks.
Shee t, 7xS

You

Shotguns,

,

Santa Fe Haberdashery

A DOLLAR IN BANK

You know it is safer;

l

Single-Barre-

Boy's Steel Wagons,
Boy's Axes,
Irish Mails,
Boy's Saddles,
Boxing Gloves,
Carpenter's Tools.

Boy's Watches,
"A 1" Pocket Knives,

Sohor-mover- .

your pocket, because

"What to Buy," Is a specter, which, like "Banquo's Ghost," will not nown.
If you will allow us, we think, we can assist you In this perplexing proh- ftn, by a few timely suggestions, like the following:

Men.

10c each
"Lodging"
"For Runt or Sale"
25c each
Board and Lodging"
25c each
".Minor's Law"
r0c each
Sue each
"Livery Law"
"English Marriage Laws" 50c each
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each
School Blanks.
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportionment
of
School Funds,
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Ueport,
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportion,
sheet.
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
Contract Between Directors and
sheet.
Teachers,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' .Monthly Report,
sheet.
Prices,
On
or
sheet each
$ .05
Full Sheet, each
10
At a bargain, musical
FOR SALE
25
Sheets, per dozen
instruments of the late Lewis
35
Sheets, per dozen
Sheet music at 10 and 15
Full Sheets, per dozen
(is
cents per copy. .Rooms open daily
1.75
Sheets, per hundred
from 10 to 12 a. m and 1:30 to 5 p.
2.50
Sheets, per hundred
fn. Upper San Francisco Street.
Full Sheets, per hundred...,. 4.00
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
price. On an order of 500 hundred
Jjlanks, customers' business card will
lie printed under filing without extra
cost.

Is worth more to you than a dollar in

The Question

e

hii'ty-lhre-

not decided as yet whether or not to
have a formal opening. In a change
of advertiseiment today he calls attention to 'the fact t'hat he is located
In his new establishment and extends
a cordial invitation 'to the public to
inspect the new store. Mr. Salmon
lias already secured one 'tenant for
t,ho store Jut vacated and expects to
have the other store rixmis occupied
before long.
A meeting of t'he City Council was
to have been held last n.g.h.t wt t'he
residence of .kiyor T. B. Catron but
there was no quorum and it was postThere wre present besides
poned.
t'he mayor Couneilinen H. S. Kaune,
Roman L. Baca, George W. ArnHjo and
Mareeliuo Garcia and City Clerk A.
P. Hill. The postponed meeting will
probably be held Friday evening If it
is possible to seeure a quorum then.
Mayor Catron will be absent, from the
city several days. The "city fatihers"
were requested to meet at the .mayor's
house last night 'because he had been
ill for a few days and did not think
he had recovered sufficiently to venture out of doors.

CHRISTMAS

I

Ready Made or Tailor Made

Thirty-sevent-

will stop at. all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No 721 loaves Lamy at' 9:40 a. ni. ter,
and will not wait for No, 2 from the
iNii'lhan Salmon finished yesterday
west, at Lamy, waiting only for No,
into 'his new store building
'moving
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
He 'has.
east, of Ms former location.
7

Suits and Overcoats

THE PLOMPTEAUX BOARDING
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
HOUSE.
The Santa Fe Filigree and
An excellent place to take your
meuls and rest. The best hi the city.
Jewelry Manufactur-in- g
Members of the Legislature and oth$25 per
ersDon't forget this.
Company.
A fine and extensive assortment of
month. Near Capitol building, 114
the latest styles of jewelry has just
Cerrillos Road.
been purchased and will be sold at
MRS. BRAULIA PLOMTEAUX,
Proprietress. the lowest possible rate for first class
goods. Every article guaranteed as
Don't forget our large and complete genuine aud as represented. The
bindery and Job department. All work manufacture of Mexican llllgree jewelry Is a specialty the finest and
handled promptly and In the most
manner. One trial make you best work in that line is, turned out
by this company at very reasonable
permanent patron.
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
breast
in gold or silver,
filigree
Herewith are some bargains offered work pins,
manufactured at home and In
by the New Mexican Printing Com- the
shops of the
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the design and to suit company by special
customers in shor'
of
New
Mexico,
1897,
Territory
sheep order and from the flne3t
gold.
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Souvenir spoonB, includ'ag
Pleading forms, H; Missouri Code uel Church stamps, In
great numbers
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt- and at a low price. Store and
factory
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New 208 Don
Ga3par Avenue,
Laughlin
Mexico, 1S99, 1901, and 1903, English building.
and Spanish pamphlet, 12.25; full
N. MONDRAGON,
leather, J3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Mgr.
Pocket Docket, single, )1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuThe New Mexican Printing
Companj
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, in- Is prepared to furnish
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- for ladles or
gentlemen on short noporation Laws 75c; Compilation Min- tice, in first class style at reasonable
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest at prices, either engraved or
printed. Caij
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50; uu me Aew
Mexican Printing Co
full list school blanks.

Butchers' shipping certificates, such
Blank Butcher's' Shipping Certifi- as are required by law, printed In
cates for sale by the New Mexican blank form by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Printing Company.

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

LIVERY STABLE

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

Institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work nf that
kind. Prices as low no
with good work. Call nt th
n
Mexican office and examine
samples
and prices.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of
pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere
We will
sell them at five cents in book form

leo qo(scq
FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

ind

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL;

'f

nt.ALERS

SALT and sEEDs.

THE ONLY EXCLUWVf 6 RAIN HOUSE

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in

the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.

Mcsilla Valley.

.

s

Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses In agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military instruction by en officer of the U. S.Army.
Large parade and athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College,

Letup's St. Louis Beer
Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montwuma Ave, Santa
F, N. M.
Telephone No. S8

SODA WATER
CITY BOTTLING

good deal quicker and much more satisfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Cernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Tele
phone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reasonable than the telegraph.
A

SPRING 1907.
Everything in Lace Curtain at

Be-Ie-

r

1.

PLAZA

WILLIAM

It Is Much Cheaper

SPARKS. Manager.

MEXICO,

Mtek

much the largest asset we haf.j in our baiiiesi.

To have our

custojneri lay to their friends, "Every itatement made fcy 8. Spiti
can be relied upon" is ths very beet recommtndatioi we can itroe
for. Beliability is our watchword and arery aala w mala is closed
only after the purchase provea entirely satisfactory. It u a great

Ifary article tarries

with

ou fuaraitaa.

C

Jeweler, Dealer
SPITZ t Manuactunn8
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

A.

W.

gpiegelberg- -

257

WORKS.

San

Francisco Street.

Telephone Vo. 38.

THE

Lace Curtains

NEW

!

Any Flaver You Desire,
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.

N, M.

Ft,

YOUR GOOD WILL

it

8ole Agent For

IN SANTA

we count

Mm

satisfaction to buy at a store Uka taia.

HENRY KRICK

An

. . .

BARBER

SHOP

,
Prop.
Leading Tentorial Parlor In Santa Fe.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuas.
Htit Cutting a Specialty. Three Flm
B

Clasa

PAESC-.S-

Barters.

Indian anil ileiicao Wares

am Curias

Blankets,
OUR

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO:
.To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

East Bide of Plaza. South or Poatai
Telegraph Office.

KERR'S
Capital

:

SPECIAL SALE

Parlors

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
Electrical Baths . . .$1.50
'
Other Baths . . . . . . .25
Parlors Located West 8ide Plar.a
W. H. KERR, Proprietor

Toys, Fancy Goods and
V
Holiday Novelties.

.

NO

FANCY PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM

PRICES.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

8A.NTA

Ii XFAY MEXICAN. SAXTA FE. N. M.

JANUARY

TUESDAY,

'

15,

1906.

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific

It's a pbasure to tell our readers
THE TRADE RAT.
wallings ami the sound of her running
about a cough cure like Dr, Snoop's.
feet are heard often and especially on
For years Dr. Shoop has fought
LSttI
myself have heard Odd Way! of Thta 1'ecullar
Why the Jcni'l la t ailed the Stone nights of storm.
The line of this railway from Raton to Clnwrron, N. M Including the
Hodent.
against the use of Opium, Chloroform,
California
her.
seen
I
never
have
or (irntltuile.
them, senor, but
or other unsafe Ingredients commonly
In
Koehler
animalu
little
Branch, is now open for FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic.
oddest
of
One
the
I
,
God forbid that ever
The topaz la culled the stoue of
Dr. Shoop
found in cough remedies.
will be given of opening of other extensions.
Due
wood
Is
notice
California
rat,
the
existence
and the old Uoiuiui books record A. Janvier In Harper's.
PASSENGER SCHEDULE.
better known as the "trade rat." It It seems, has welcomed the Pure
to
WANTED
Servant,
girl.
the following legend, from which the
Apply
Daily.
owes the latter name to the fact that, Food and Drug law recently enacmo
Mrs.
Ave.
Horseh, Washington
Btone derives this uttrlliute:
WHEN NOT TO KICK.
Is a great thief, it never steals ted, for ho hds worked along similar
it
though
The blind lOmperor Theodosins used
For nearly
Train No. 1 Distance
without putting something lines for many years.
Train No. 2
STATIONS
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
to hang a brazen gong before his palWhen you get u bad shave or hair anything
from Raton
else In Its place. It Is said that n paste twenty years Dr. Slioop's Cough Cure
1b
the
of
best
fruit
ranchei
One1,
ace gates and sit beside it on certain cut. .Neither lasts long.
pot which had been left overnight In containers have had a warning prin- northern Santa Fe
County, about twea
When, you lind you're going to die the
days, hearing and pulling to rights the
12:25 p.m.
assay otllce of a silver mine In that ted on them against Opium and other
Arrive
Baton
Leave (a)
2:00 p. m.
his
of
of
any
subjects. poor.
They haven't begun making State was found In the morning with narcotic poisons. He has thus made r.y miles from this city, Is for sale,
grievances
12:01 p.m.
Arrive
Clifton House
7
Leave
2: HO p. m.
it a bargain. For particulars apply to
Those who wished for his advice and pockets In shrouds yet.
to
it
This
mothers
for
collection
rubbish.
of
protect
the oddest
'possiblo
11:40 a.m.
Arrive
C.-Preston
Leave (h)
IS
3:00 p. m,
Santa Fe,
help had but to sound the gong, and
When your health goes back ou you. was the work of trade rats. They had their children by simply insisting on Max. Frost, Boi No.
11:10a, m.
20
Leave Koehler Junction Arrive
3:15 p. m.
Immediately admission Into tbe pres- Life Isn't very lung, anyway, and a stolen the paste and left lu exchange a having Dt. Shoop's Cough. Cure. Sold New Mexico.
11:30 a.m.
Arrive
Koehler
23
Arrive
3:30 pal
ence of Cai'sar was obtained. One day healthy man dies just as dead as a
piece of stick, a length of rope, some by the Fischer Drug Co.
a. m
10:25
lieave
33
Leave
4:00
Vermejo
(c)
a great snake crept up to the gate and sluk one.
ni.
p.
The New Mexican Printing Company
odds and ends of wire and an unbroken
a. m.
9:45
Leave
Cerrosoao
4
:13a
an.
1eave
her
with
4t
colls,
struck the brazen gong
p.
Wheu you discover a mean streak in glass funnel. The object of the trade
is prepared to do the host of brief
AN INSIDIOUS DANGER
9:25a. m.
Leave
Cimarron
47
Arrive
5:00 p. m.
and Theodosins gave orders that no one your neighbor.
He has to stay with rat in so scrupulously paying for what
One of the worst features of kidney work iJi .short order surd at very reasshould molest the creature and bade that mean streak day ami ulght, ami
Is
disonable rutes. .lawyers whoduslre io
he takes something of a mystery, but trouble is that It. is an insidious
her tell him of her wish.
you don't.
these same rats certainly take the ease and before the victim realizes his have ttouir briefs printed rapidly and
Connects with J31 Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
The snake bent her crest lowly In
Wheu you can't pay all your debts at greatest pleasure In the odds and ends danger ho may have a fatal malady. correctly iinrt to present .them to the In Dawson, N. M at 4:25 P, M. ,
homage and straightway told the fol once, lour creditors would a great which they steal and collect.
Take Foley's Kidney Cure at the fust Supreme Court' now in session here
"Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No, '123, leaving
lowing tale:
In Lindsay's "Mind In Lower Ani- sign of trouble as it corrects irregu- on time, should call on the Now Mex- Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. m.
deal rather get the money in driblets
of
the gate- than not at ail.
Her nest was at the base
mals" a description Is given of a trade larities and prevents Bright's disease ican Priii'ting Company and leave their
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. .
way tower, and while she bad gone to
have had a bad meal set rat's nest found In an unoccupied and diabetes. The Ireland Pharmacy. orders.
Wheu
you
Connection with A., T. & S. P. Ry.
I Track
find food for her young brood u strange
( '
before you. You may get over it be- house. The outside was composed enf Llvory Service to Van Houten, N. M.
beast, covered with sharp needles, had fore the uext meal even if you eat It. tirely of Iron spikes laid In perfect
To slop a cold with "Preventlcs"
The New Mexican Printing Company
(c) Track Connection with 15. P. & S. V. Ry.
Invaded her home, killed the uestllugs and
you don't have to eat it.
symmetry, with the points outward. is saf 'r than to let. it. run and cure is prepared to do the best of brief Raton, New Mexico,
W. A. GORMAN, G. F, and P. A.
of
the
little
now
held
and
possession
When your wife isn't in good humor. Interlaced with the spikes were about it afterwards.
Taken at. the "sneeze work lu short order and at very
dwelling. Would Caesar grant her Jus She Is
three
and
and
dozen
two
forks
spoons
rates. Lawyers, who desire to
s4age" Preventlcs will head oft all
partially balancing the books
tlce?
some of your numerous dis- large butcher knives. There were also colds and Grippe, and perhaps save have their briefs printed rapidly and
The emperor gave orders for the por- against
agreeable spells that you uever make a large carving fork, knife and steel, yon lrom pneumonia or uronenms. correctly and to present them to the
cupine to be slain and the mother to be note of.
several plugs of tobacco, an old purse, Preventlcs are little toothsome candy Supreme Court now in session here
Chicago News.
restored to her desolate nest. Night
a quantity of small carpenters tools, cold cure tablets selling in 5 cent on time, should call on the New Mexforhad
world
fell, and the sleeping
to
Including several augers, and a watch, boxes. If yt u are chilly, if you begin ican Printing Company and leave thev;
Tombstone
the
Living..
gotten the emperor's kindly deed, but
of which the outside casing, the glass o sneeze,
a stranger the erection of a tomb"To
They will oraers.
try Preventics.
with the early dawn a great serpent
stone to a living person seems rather and the works were all distributed surely check the cold and please you.
glided into the palace, up the steps and
but It's the custom In some separately, so as to make the best Sold by the Fischer Drug Co.
About Digestion,
into .the royal chamber and laid upon ghastly,
show possible.
at
New Kugluud villages," said the travel-lufar Wedding Card mmA
each f the emperor's closed eyelids a
It, is not. tho quantity of food taken
The trade rat has Its South American
"1 was collecting quaint
man.
Avoid
to
How
Appendicitis
tbe Vew MMdcM.
gleaming topaz.
but the amount, digested and assimifor a magazine article, and, counterpart In the vlscacha, a pretty
Most victims of appendicitis are
When the Emperor Theodosins awoke epitaphs
lated that gives strength and vitality
1 had
motor car on my little relative of the chinchilla, which those who are
after
my
up
put
habitually constipated.
he was no longer blind, for the mother
Stomarrival in a villige, I would go staight-wa- lives In families of twenty or thirty on Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup cures to the system. Chamberlain's
snake had paid her debt of gratitude.
ach and Liver Tablets invigorate the
to the cemetery on an epitaph the pampas, Everything that takes Its chronic combination
by stimulating
hunt. There I would rind, set up In lot fancy and Is portable is carried by the the liver and bowels and restores the stomach and liver and enable them
PEWS FOR OLD MAIDS.
aftvt' lot, tombstones of living people. vlscacha and piled in neat little heaps natural action of the bowels. Orino to perform their functions. The re(tuulnt Dlatinctlona In the Old Hula Each stoue would contain the name at the mouth of its burrow. If a ranch- Laxative Fruit Syrup dors not nau sult is a relish for your food, Increased strength and weight, greater enfield Meet iii It Houae.
and the date of birth. Ghastly, wasn't man drops his watch or any similar seate or.
gripe and is mild and pleas durance and a clear head. Price 25
Around fXcee Bides, about on a level It? I met a pretty girl In a hotel in article lie always searches the vlscacha ant to
take. Refuse substitutes. The
cents. Samples free. For sale by all
with the pulpit, in the old meeting New Hampshire. She was the land- burows In the neighborhood and genIreland Pharmacy,
house at Hattield, Mass., extended the lord's daughter.
She showed me her erally finds his lost property. Chicago
druggists.
galleries, reached by staircases on the stone In the cemetery. The last name News.
Dr.
relief
from
Piles get quick
northeast and southeast corners, where, was left blank in her case. 'I may
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Maaia facta r Of
Remember
Shoop's M'aglc Ointment.
In the front seats, sat the singers, tre- marry, you know,' she explained."
ABORIGINES OF AFRICA.
Connection made with Automobile
for piles and it works
Its
alone
made
bles on the north and basses ou the New York Tress.
Line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
ItchVaalnena Seem to Be the Loweat Or- with certainty and satisfaction.
south and counters and tenors ou the
Automobile leaves Torrance fir Ros
or
blind
piles
ing, painful, protruding,
der of Cannihnla.
east. The next two rows of seats were
4
at Koswell
Incapacitated.
use.
its
Try well at a. m. and arrives
An obscure race may possibly be the disappear like magic by
As the "extra hand" rose from his
occupied by children, girls In the uortli
leave
12
Automobile
noou.
at
Co.
and boys in the south, and frolicsome dinner lu the farm kitchen the farmer's true aborigines of Africa south of the it and see. Fischer Drug
tor Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
Santa Fe, : : : : New Mexico.
youngsters they were, if we may judge son informed him that he was to pitch Zambezi.
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be
A
These are the Kattea, or Vaalpens,
CARD.
by the frequency with which the town hay lu the afternoon.
tween Santa Fe and Torrance Is $8.65
as they are nicknamed by the Boers ou
This is 'to certify that till druggists
was obliged to renew the brass tips to
"I won't do it!" was the curt reply.
and between Torrance and Roswell
re authorized to refund your money
the staves of the tithing men, three of
"All right, please yourself.. It doesn't account of the dustv color their abdo
Reserve scat m automobile by
$10.
whom were always on duty to keep the make any difference to me," retorted men acquires from the habit of creep- if Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure
J W. EfTOCKA-RD- ,
wire
holes
live
the
who
in
into
the
cold.
It
or
stops
ground,
the farmer's son. "My father told me ing
your cough
youth from disorder.
Auto!M,N'l Line
Muntlfer
In
the
north
the
of
steppes region
Behind the children and still higher to deliver the message, and If you
cough, heals the lungs and prevents
In square pews against the wall sat the don't pitch you'll get into trouble with Transvaal as far as tbe Limpopo.
.(prions results from a cold. Cures la
Bad Stomach Trouble Cured.
As their complexion
is almost a grippe coughs and prevents pneumon
youug meu and maidens, the latter oa him."
the north and the former on the south
"I won't do it for either you or your pitch black and their stature only ia and consumption. Contains no
Having been sick for the past two
Mail anu fassenger Line between Island train due at 2 a. m.
One gallery pew was reserved for col"You about four feet, they are quite distinct opiates. The genuine is in a yellow 'years with a bad stomach trouble, a Roswell, N.
father!" rejoined the man.
Running time between the two
M, and Torrance, N. M.,
Hie .'friend gave me a dose of Chamber-ilain'- i
Refuse substitutes.
ored men and one for colored women, should ha' told me sooner. At dinner from their tall Bantu neighbors and package.
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Its importance as a great

ought to be proud of him. I'm sure I
can't Imagine what more she could
want."
Five pairs of eyes confronted Mrs.
Wylie In shocked surprise.
"Well, I'm sure 1 hope she takes
your view of It," said Mrs Lawrence
gloomily.

"If he

only were youuger. He's as
as as Father Abraham."
"Oh, If Mr. Palmer had not been In
such sore straits!"
"Still, It Is lovely to be nble to cling
to one's faith In human nature as you

'

do."

"I'm clinging to nothing," said Mrs.
Wylie stubbornly; "but, for my part, I
think she's a very lucky girl."
"Oh, of course everybody respects
him."
"And he Is a very rich man."
"But It la so evident that Bhe did It
to save her father."
"Besides, there Is her cousin, Tom
Breuster," said Mrs. Brooks softly,
Tom Breuster was an ordinary sort
of a fellow fairly good looking, fairly
clever In fact, he did not amount to
much one way or the other, but he
happened to Imagine himself very
much lu lore with Helen and when
her engagement was announced burst
In on his aunt In a storm of Indigna,

tion.

"What's this you've done?" he demanded vehemently.
"Why was I
kept In Ignorance all this time?"
"I don't understand you," returned
Mrs. Palmer coldly.
"Don't you?" he went on ruthlessly.
"Then I'll explain. You have engaged
Helen to a man for whom she has not
the smallest spark of affection.
To
save yourselves for the sake of mere
mere worldly position you
money,
and her father have consented to sacrifice that poor girl, body and soul."
"You must be Insane to talk to me
like this," returned his aunt Icily.
"There Is no reason why Helen should
not marry Mr. Corey or any one else
she chooses."
"Let us confine ourselves to Mr.
Corey. She has no right to marry him
at all events."
"No?" said she. "And why?"
"Because a loveless marriage can
never be right."
"But who says It Isn't a love match?"
he went on, forgetting her anger In
her desire to convince him of the futility of Interfering with Helen's engagement. "Mr. Corey is a charming

commercial

man. Why should not Helen rare for
him?"
"She doesn't. It isn't her own doing.
You are xncriflclng her."
"As though I could make Helen imtr-rany one she did nut wish to!" returned Mrs. Palmer, with a low laugh.
"My dear boy, if yon feel like that,
pray go away until you come to your
senses."
"I shall not go away until 1 have
seen Helen," he said doggedly.
"Tom,
beg of you"
"Why are you two glowering at each
other like Kilkenny cats?" cried a fresh
young voice from the doorway. "How
are you, Tommy?" and Helen Palmer,
slender, dark eyed, clad all In soft
shimmering gray, entered the room and
held out her hand In smiling greeting.
Now that the moment had arrived,
words failed him.
Noting his hesitation, she smiled ,et
him again, "Have you come to proffer
your congratulations in person?" ' she
asked shyly.
"No, not iulte," he said. "Still I suppose one is bound to say something
about the clever bargain yon have
made.
That you of all people should
prefer money to love!"
"What a perfectly horrid thing to
say," she returned Indignantly. "Do
you suppose because you are a member
of the family you are privileged to be
as disagreeable as you like?"
"I suppose lovlug you Is being disagreeable," he returned moodily. Mrs.
Palmer had slipped from the room, aud
they were both too Intent to hear other
footsteps that came nearer up the
gravel walk, up the steps, and were
muffled by the heavy rugs on the porch
outside.
"Loving me! How perfectly absurd!
Why didn't you say so before? And
not come here now"
"I came to save you from sacrlliclug
yourself to a. loveless marriage," he
returned grandiloquently.
"Oh, Tommy, you are too funny," she
laughed softly. She raised her eyes
and looked steadily luto his weak, good

i

"Tommy," she sulci gently, "you must
not think that I have any feeling but
real honest liking for Mr. Corey. I
respect him I care for him"
"Of course, he Is a very rich man. I
understand."
"lie is at all events the very best
man I have ever met," she returned
Indignantly. "Of course he has been
awfully good about father's troubles,
but I should have loved him just the
same," she went on, with quick conviction.
"He is so good, so kiud, so
just- ""Why don't yuu say that he has
money and cun shower that upon
you?"
"I wish you to understand," she said
coldly, "that, while I appreciate Mr.
Corey's money, I love him for himself."
Suddenly her mouth quivered uud
two large tears strolled down her
heeks.
"I am so worried about all
this," she said unsteadily. "Every one
thinks I care for his money. Will no
one believe"
The curtains at the long open win
dow suSldeuly parted.
"I believe It. l)o I count?" said
James Corey as he 'entered the room.
After all, fate sometimes consents to
Interfere benignly, even in a mercenary
affair.
Scotland' Circat Genloa.
Ill one of those Interesting literary

conversations the record of which adds
so much to the charm of Boswell's
"Johnson" the name of George, Buchanan, one of the greatest scholars of the
sixteenth ceutury aud the most exquisite Lutlulut of modern times, was
A Scotsman who was
mentioned.
present, knowing the doctor's autipa-- .
thles aud seeing, as he thought, an opportunity of corneriug him, said, "Ah,
Dr. Johnson, what would you have
said of Buchanan had be been an Englishman?" "Why, sir," said Johnson
after a little pause, "I should not have
said 'of Buchanan had he been an
Englishman what I will now say of
him as a Scotsman that be was the
only man of genius his country has
produced." Buchanan's consummate
ability was recogulzed by bis contemporaries; but, like many another genius
before and sluce, he bad his share of
"the slings and arrows of outrageous
fortune." He read Llvy with Mary,
queen of Scots, and was appointed tutor to her son, James I. Political Intrigues drove him to the continent,
where he taught at Bordeaux and had
Montaigne among his pupils. In his
old age he returned home and wrote
his "History of Scotland" and died so
poor that his means were Insufficient
to defray the expenses of his funeral.
..
London Express.
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When Mrs. Palmer announced the engagement of her daughter Helen to
James Corey, every one wondered why
on earth Helen bud not chosen a younger man,
In almost In the same breath It
leaked out that Mr. Palmer, who was
always trading on tips and going broke
In the market, had plunged ouoe too
often had Indeed been face lo face
with bankruptcy until James Corey
came to his rescue.
Then the world, as represented by society In Glenwood Park proffered congratulations and smiled discreetly. Of
course If the Palmers accepted James
Corey's money, they must accept Its
giver too.
The Park was apt to assemble Informally at the Country club for 5
o'clock tea. There was something pleasantly cozy In gathering around the
laden table on the wide clubhouse porch. But now chocolate cooled,
forgottou, tea boiled cptletly away,
while their possessors eugerly discussed this marriage of convenience In their
midst.
"The poor girl is deliberately sacrificing herself," declared Sirs. Law
rence, tragically waving a tea cake.
"And she is so pretty," put in little
Mrs. Brooks Irrelevantly,
"Her youth has been bartered for
gold," said Mrs. Ellis, who had a fondness for light fiction.
"And he Is so much older."
"Money Ian' everything."
"Perhaps even yet she may be saved
from It," faltered little Mrs. Brooks
hopefully.
"Why save her?" briskly interrupted
Mrs. Wylie, joining the group and taking the cup of fragrant tea offered her.
"Mr. Corey Is honorable, charitable,
rich a good man In every respect. She

Old
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It Is not unusual for either a man or
a woman to come between an engaged
couple, but it Is unusual for the course
of true love to be turned awry by a
horse. The story begins back in til
days when the Indians In the west
were constantly breaking away from
their reservations and slaughtering a!i
palefaces who came lu their way.
was then that Florence Brooks was
visiting an older sister at Fort U., the
wile of an officer In the I'nlted Slates;
army. And then II was that, the garrison having marched away, leaving
the women and children to the protection of half a company under the
of a lieutenant, another tribe
consisting of several hundred warriors
caine down to take possession of the
fort.
When a friendly redskin rode Into
the luclosure and ailiioimced the cjm-Inof his fellows, every man being
needed for defense, Florence Brooks
volunteered to ride to the nearest post,
fifty miles distant, for succor. Lieutenant Howard Whiting, in command,
placed her on his own Kentucky bred
horse, Comanche, and sent her Hying
out of the fort, shouting after her,
"Their lives depend upon you!" How
the horse enabled her to cross the
path of the coming Indians an hour
before they readied the p,)iut of intersection, how ten miles farther on she
met a squadron of cavalry, how when
the Indians readied the fort they
found a force ample to protect it, need
ouly be referred to here. From that
day Comanche was beloved by, the
whole garrison, and especially by Miss
Brooks. As for Miss Brooks, she was
beloved by ihe whole garrison, especially Lieutenant Whiting.
And now the view of alkali plains
surrounding Fort li. has changed to
vacant lots on the outskirts of a c!(y.
Miss Brooks rides in a trollev car in
stead of on horseback, ami Lieutenant
Whiting spends the greater part of the
day In a recruiting office in one of the
dingiest streets of the eltv. But earlv
lu the afternoon lie leaves his
sergeant
In clufrge and, mounted on Comanche,
rides past Miss Brooks' abode. She is
watching for him from an upper window. He raises his hat, ami from
the curtain she throws him a kiss.
But for one thing the lover would be
supremely happy. He Is jealous of
Comanche.
"Why," he asked ou Joining his
fiancee after one of his rides, "do you
always feast your eyes on my horse
and pay no attention to me? This afternoon when I rode by you didn't even
see when I raised my hat. You waved
your hand long after I had done so."
"I love Comanche," she replied.
Miss Brooks left the city for a mouth,
and when she returned her lover Informed her that he had sold Comanche.
The reason he gave for doing so was
that he had beeu ordered to rejoin his
regiment In the west, and, Comauche
having become old, besides gone lame,
the lieutenant would not feel warranted In transporting hlmso far, especially as he would need a serviceable animal. Miss Brooks looked astonished
when the news was Imparted to her
and argued long and well against the
necessity for the sale: But Whiting
had nothing but his pay. which was
not sufficient to keep so expensive a
pet, and she was obliged to admit,
which she did reluctantly, that he
could hardly huve done otherwise.
They parted with an embrace, warm
enough on the part of the man, but not
the girl.
However, It gradually came over
Miss Brooks planning as she was for
the coming wedding that Comanche
could not have been Included In the
calculations. Indeed, It was very difficult for her to figure out the problem
of living on Whiting's pay, even without what Comanche would have cost.
She had an Income of $800, which she
must relinquish upon her. marriage.
This left only a second lieutenant's
pay, with commutation for fuel and
quarters, on which the couple must
live. After all, Whiting was right.
There Is no doubt that all would have
gone well had it no't been for a certain
Inopportune meeting. One morning
while Miss Brooks was out buying her
trousseau she saw a man driving a cart
with an enormous load on It. The
horse was unable to get It up an incline,- and the driver was belaboring
him unmercifully. Miss Brooks, naturally fond of horses,, approached to protest, The horse turned his head, looked at her oitt of it pair of uu?laucholy
1

cimi-mun-

g

and whinnied". TTe was Comanche.
Miss Brooks embraced him and wept.
The next mail carried to Lieutenant
Whiting a breaking of the engagement
from Miss Brooks.
No satisfactory
reason was given. The real reason was
that she loved Comanche better than
Whiting. Ou her Income, which, if not
married, she would retain till death,
she could live and take cure of Comanche. She bought him for $no and
kept him In royal equine style.
Comanche lived five years after being rescued from the melancholy position into which his master had sold
him. Then Miss Brooks, after a decent period of widowhood, began to
think of her lover of other days. ITe,
hearing that his rival was dead, sought
her. They were married and went to
live at the post where he was stationed.
"Whiting," said his colonel banter-lngl- y
one day, "I hear your wife kept
you waiting five years while she lavish1
ed her affections on a horse.
didn't
know I had an officer under my command with so little capacity for pleaseyes"
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Wells Fargo & Company

Express.
General Express Forwarders
--

All

TO

Parts of the World.
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typewriter5

Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Carada, Mc:ct
and all Foreign Countries

ing the fair sex."
"Colonel." replied Whiting, "I would
much rather have been kept waiting
for the woman I love by a horse than slimy strings of eggs, mid the young
toad Has to go through the tadpole
by some men I have known."
stage In common with his brother frog,
ELLSWORTH EMERSON.
But when they are wholly excluded by
distance from the win or they seem to
The I liar m of a Smile.
A beautiful smile is as potent In the have the power of being viviparous,
drawing room as ou the stage. Every or bringing forth their young alive.
In the water ferlili.alion is effected
woman cau count among her acquaintances the favored few who possess the in the same maimer ns in fishes, but
gift-n- ot
a studied, conventional smile the method in the land life career is
that simply tightens the lips across the not known. About all that Is known
teeth, but the quick, responsive expres- Is that confined toads are found with
sion that springs first Into the eyes and little toads, no larger than house tiles,
theu to the lips. Another noticeable about them after u time, and lu walled
feature of this gleam of sunshine, gardens and places far removed from
which transforms the plainest face and water little toads, no larger than peas,
cau transfigure the most commonplace wandering around ou their own resurroundings, is that it leaves the fea- sources and which could never have
beeu tadpoles, are within common
tures as quickly as it appears.
He Wan a lmi.
A Scot of Peebles said to his friend
MacAndrew, "Mac, I hear ye have fallen In love wl' bonny Kate McAlister."
"Weel, Sanders," Mac replied, "I.was

i
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REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

MARY CAMPBELL.

The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of better grades of
"llielilnnil Murjr."
printing and binding caters particularly o
The original of "Highland Mary" people who want
near verry near daein' It, but the bit
something a little out of the ordinary or a little
lassie had mte siller, so I said to my- was Mary Campbell, a highland lassie better than
the
does not claim to be the cheapest in the
average
who
a
was
servant at Castle Montself, 'Mac, be a uiou.' And I was a
mou, aud uoo I pass her by wl' silent gomery, with whom Burns became ac- Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
quainted during his residence at Moss-gle- asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
contempt."
To her he addressed the lines, cost of
material and skilled labor; communicate with the ComTraitor to Her Sex.
"Will ye go to the Indies, my Mary?"
Address The New
"Oh, she's not at all nice," said little and many others. In a note to one of pany in regard to the next lot of printing.
Elsie. "She's always wishiu' she was his poems on Mary, Burns says: "After Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.
The Lttnle Who Wax the Original of

a boy."
"Well," replied Mabel, "I wish I was
too."
"I know, but she wishes It out loud,
so the boys cau hear her." Philadelphia Tress.

a pretty long time of the most ardent
reciprocal feeling we met by appointment ou the second Suiulay of May
in a sequestered spot by the banks of
the Ayr, where we spent a day lu taking a farewell before she should embark for the west highlands to arrange
matters among her friends for our prol'aitm
In the little town of C. lived three jected change of life. At the close of
maiden sisters by the name of Paige. the autiiinu following she crossed the
They were "neat," as the villagers call sea to meet me at Creenock, where
it, In Its most accentuated form, and she had scarce landed when she was
they loved the small boy best afar off, seized with a malignant fever, which
lu consequence of which they were a hurried my dear girl to her grave
I could even hear of her Illness."
bright aud shining mark for the pranks
that youth seems to originate for Its The love which Burns felt for Mary
Campbell appears to huve been deeper
scorners.
One day the front gate strayed from than any he ever felt before or after.
Its wonted place with the assistance of Years later, when he was married and
two small neighbors.
Then came a had a family, her memory Inspired the
reprimand from each of the old maids pathetic lines "To Mary In Heaven,"
and barbed repartee In return, as usual. which breathe the soul of tender melancholy. London
Following this exchange came a com
plaint to the parents of tha offenders.
When pins are swallowed give the
At ine tame mat mgm papa was requested 'to reprove Jim and Ted for child all the mashed white potatoes he
will eat and no water for a day, and
Impertinence to the Misses Paige,
'What did you say to them?" de the danger will be reduced to a mini
manded papa, with the requisite frown. mum.
"Didn't sarse them at all," replied
In the case of a tiled floor a little linJim, with a grin. "I only said, 'Page
forty, page fifty and page sixty,' an' seed oil rubbed In and the tiles subsethey got mad at It."
quently polished brings up the colors
Ted caught sight of pa's twitching wonderfully.
muscles and added, "Gee, but they
were Just hoppln'."
Entirely
"Well, don't let It happen again,"
answered pa as he hastily attacked a
piece of apple pie. New York Press.
WAYS OF' THE TOAD,
40-0- 0.

e

Tit-Bit-

Up

to date
The

Some of I lie OdilllU'N nf Tilts

I'eenltur

Crcului'i'.
remarkable that the toad, loving water as it does, should wnuder
away from watery regions to dry
ground, where it can never see a drop
of water except at raiu time and leave
Its water rights to the undisputed possession of Its raual neighbor the frog.
How the toad loves water must be
known to every garden lover. Whenever there is a shower the creature
leaves its cool retreat under the piazza
or shed and stands as far as its fore
legs will let It, erect In the rain, apparently enjoying to the utmost the
shower bath.
Whenever they ure near the water
at. breeding time they deoosit louJ,

It

Is

Hemimton
Standard Typewriters
New Models.

6 t 7 uuu 8
Absolutely Reliable, Always,

Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict,
U7 Bmidrty, New York

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USIIXG RUBBER STAMPS MOB!
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE TEEY SATS
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY HI8 DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

T

i4

inches loag
Stamp, not over
Each additional line on same stamp, lOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2$ and not ever 3J inches long. .tOe
Each additional line on same stamp, 15o
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3$ and not over I iache lonj. ,,.!
Each additional line on same stamp, 80a.
One-lifs
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same prica.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, tie eitr
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch ii liis, we eharg
for one line for each one-ha-lf
inch or fraciioi.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dster, any town and date for ten years
lOe
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
Regular line Dater
tie
Defiance or Model Band. Dater
$1.10
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Woid
Ct, l.0
Pearl Check Protector . .
1. 66
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
lOe;
ljif,10o; 2x3, llcj 2i3i, 2c; 2Ji4, tic;
One-lin- e
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The Ireland Pharmacy Cold Ctite or
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Lard, May $9.55; July $9.C0.
Additional Delegates to Dry Farming
.Inly $9,321-2- .
Ribs, May $9,22
rnnw.ntinn
WOOL MARKET.
additional!
The
from
delegates
following
Page Four)
(Continued
15.
Wool
St, Louis, Mo., Jan.
ito the TransMissouri
Dry Farming
and
unchanged.
ait
P.
iheld
will
is
steady
which
It
be
understood that Joseph
Young Men's Association Gets Down Convention
lieorge A. Fleming of East Las
LIVE STOCK.
to Business Working to Increase
Denver, January 24 and 25, have
Vegas, manager and secretary of the Bracket t, a well known citizen of Col-f15
Cattle re111., Jan.
been
Governor
HagerInvestment Corporation of
county, a strong and consistent Reby
Chicago,
appointed
Agency
Membership.
.man: G. L. Cook of Clayton; Willard ceipts 4,500, steady; beeves $4,100
that city, who attended to business publican and in every way competent,
There cs such interest, in the Young Belknap, of Nara Visa; D. J. Abers, 7.20; cows and "neit'ers
yesterday in the Capital, returned this will be a candidate for the position of
s
morning to the. Meadow City. .Mr. chief clerk in the Legislative Council Men's Association of Santa Fe and, of Tuenmcari; J. C. Dunn of Alamo- - stockers and feeders $2.50f 4.G0;
$3.75i(; 4.50; westerns $C8.25.
Fleming was formerly Assistant Ter- in the coming session. Mr. Brackett, its objects are so praiseworthy, t'hat gordo; Frederick Whitney of 'Railon;
f so report says, will be strongly re- tho i.'ev .Mexican herewii'h
ritorial Secretary.
Sheep receipts 14,000, strong; sheep
publishes Jacob Kerlin, of Springer; J. P. Van
of Shoemaker; John W.
$:!.00((i 5.25; tabs $4.C0(ft 7.80.
J. A. Israel, of Denver, tax agent of ported by delegations from the north- Hie names of Hie officers recently
ac elected and the brief 'constitution of
of Bstancia; and C. E. Hartley,
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 15. Cattle
Hie Colorado and Southern railroad, ern counties. He lias served very
for four Hie as'soeiaiion so as to encourage all of Springer.
receipts 12,000 including 400 Southreadied tills city last night. Mr. Is ceptably and satisfactorily
erns. Steady. Native steers
Postmaster Appointed.
rael is an affable and courteous rail- years as clerk of the probate court of young men to Join the society: Vice
,1. A. Duff was
tills morning ap- Southern steers $3.25 ff $5.25; Southroad ollieinl, especially so when Hie Colfax county; he is a fine penman President, John McFie, Junior; assistHe was a ant
at. Farmington, San ern cows $2
$3.75; native cows and
Victor Duran; assistant pointed
Territorial
Board of
Equalization and a good' stenographer.
Legheifers $2.20 (a) $5; stockers and feedmakes no raises in tax assessments stenographer in the Thirty-sixttreasurer, Fernley Wiley; committee Juan County.
ers $2.50 m $4.50; bulls $3 (f? $4.50;
islative Assembly and acquitted him- on gymnasium, Edward Safford, chairof his road.
sters $3.75 (Ti $7.75; western fed
man; Gordon Ooebel, (Mat Windsor;
Hon, Martin Lohman, member of self well.
MARKET REPORT,
steers $:!.75(?i 7.50; western fed cows
Hie Hoard of Equalization and a leadsocial eonvmitt'ee, .Blmer Marsh, Chair
and
editor
$2.50 i)
Frank
proprietor
Stnplin.
amiman-.lean llampel
ing merchant and real estate owner of
Clay
Sheep receipts, 0.000; steady; mutMONEY AND METALS.
on ihospitiility,
the .Mesillla Valley, reached the city of the Enterprise, published at
Homer
committee
tons. $4.5
$5.5:7 lambs $0.75 3
San Juan county, the best
home
yostierday from his Las
New York, Jan.. 15. Prime MerStephens, chairman, .Julius l.oomls
$0.00; fed
$7.50; range wethers, $5
and is registered at Hie Palace. He paper published there and strongly and Roger Fiske; committee on colors. cantile paper $G?fO
ewes $1 Si $5.35.
attended the session of the Hoard ot Republican, will be pushed by his John R. McFie,
chairman, Fernley
Sliver (iS
friends for the appointment of chief Wiley and O'raf Windsor; committee
Equalization today.
St. L'oulis, Mo., Jan, 13. Speller
of the House of Representatives
clerk
on motto,
Safford, 'Chairman, firm (i.70.
George S. Klock, Albuquerque at- of the
coming Assembly.. 'Mr. Staplln HoniHT Stephens and Benjamin Mar
New York, Jan. la. .Money on call
torney, reached the ctty yesterday is
to
Hie
well
known
'bright, alert,
tinez.
The other offices had been easy 'Ma i
and attended to business before the
and knows hT.e,l
of New Mexico
Territorial supremo court today. Mr. people
Xew York, Jan. IS.
previously. After an 'address by
steady,
well. He was a nnenibw of iHie Dr. C. A.
;
Kliwk is a descendant of one of tlbe them
Wheelon, Hie following
unchanged. Copper firm, unchanged.
of Representatives of the
Cor. Water St. aril (iaspar Ave.
louse
lull Ion was adopted:
8
oldest families In central New York,
STOCK MARKET,
Legislative Assembly from
NEW MEXICO
CONSTITUTION.
FE
6ANTA
ills great grandfather was second in
100
107
pl'd.
Atchison,
himself
and acquitted
Article I. Name.
command of the American forces at Taos county
New York Central 1"1.
and well in that poELECTRIC LIGHTED.
The name of Hii organizat'l'r.n shall
the battle of Oriskany, in central New very creditably
.
Pennsylvania 130
He haw good executive ability lie
sition.
Men's Association of
the
York.
Young
95
Pacific
STEAM HEATED.
Southern
1
and will prove himself the right man Santa Fe.
!)2.
ISO
J. 1'. Bracket t, of 'Raton, secretary in the
Pacific
Fnion
pfd.
If
elected.
ALL
MODERN CONVENIright place
II.
Article
Object.
of tho Walter Sharp Bridge Company,
Copper 118
ENCES FOR SICK
lis object siha-l- be the physical, men-ta- t
arrived .this .morning on Santa Fe and
Steel 40
pfd. 100
Ireneo L. Chaves of this city has
a ul moral
f 'Hie
development.
RIBS.
Mr.
AND
LARD
Bracket!
Claire.
PEOPLE.
the
at
registered
GRAIN, PORK,
been reccm mended for a place as transyoung men of pianta Fe.
15.
will have charge of the construction lator in the House of
Jan.
Wheat, May
Chicago,
Representatives
III.
Article
Membership.
Tfil-S- ;
work on the reinforced concrete bridge of the
75
July
Assembly. Mr.
PRICES:
$16 lo $50 per Week,
12
man
or
of
over,
Any young
years
to be erected across Hie river on Gal- Oliavo'8 'has held several federal and
Corn, May 43
July 43
a'd-of
be
good moral flinraolnr, may
Payment Invariably in Advance,
ls! eo Street.
Tho old1 wooden bridge territorial positions, in all of which he
Oats, May 37(51-8- ; Pork, May $10X5.
It led to
NViV.
membership upon Hie prehas been lorn down and men are at lias made 'a. good record. For twelve
July $10.80.
sentation of his name, approval of
work now digging 'the uronehes for
years he has served as deputy clerk the Hoard of Directors, (and a ma
the new structure. Mr. Bracken says and clerk of the I. S. court of private
he will remain here to superintend land claims in this city. He trans- jority vote ot tihe 'members present
the work of construction, and says lates very smoothly, fluently and cor- at any regular business meeting.)
Article IV. Conduct!.
that the actual work of putting in Hie rectly from English into Spanish and
Gentlemanly conduct will be expectconcrete will begin as soon as the vice versa and his work in that line
ed at all times, and smoking, drinkmachinery for mixing it arrives.
is very favorably spoken of by exing and Hie use of improper language
J. M. Morris, Sr., of Guthrie, Ken- perts.
will he strictly
prohibited in t'he
tucky, the father of John M. Morris.
building or on Hie grounds of the asnecwho Is charged with the murder ot
The list of employes absolutely
sociation.
Citalino
left last, even- essary for the proper performance of
Lobato,
Article V. Officers.
ing for home. His son has not yet Hie duties of tho members of the comThe officers of the association shall!
and a
been released on hall but it is under- ing Assembly foots up sixty-twconsist, of a President., Vice President,
stood that he will be In a few days a.3 careful scanning of the list indicates
Secretary, Assistant Secretory, Treast
It
is
hereon
bond will be furnished by the Weils-Farg- that every one set, fori
urer and Assistant, Treasurer,
who
Express Company, by which he necessary and will lie needed .through shall be elected
i
annually on t'he
was employed as express messenger out tho session. There are no sineTuesday of November and who
at tho time of tho tragedy. R. B. Mor- cures or soft snaps so far on the list.
ris of Franklin, Kentucky, a brother It is understood that 'Hie Republiein shall severally perform Hie duties usuoffices.
ally pertaining to
of the defendant, who was here dur- caucus will meet Sunday next and
Article VI Directors.
ing the preliminary hearing, has al- termine on the number, character and
The management, of, this Associa
ready left tho city.
pay of these employes. Delegate An- tion s'haH
be In 'Hie 'handis of a 'board
succeed
will
he
Is
that
drews
sanguine
Hon. T. B. Catron left this morning
of five 'directors, consisting of the
federal
the
in
approprial'nn
securing
on a business trip .(o Denver. He is
of these em- President, Secretary, and (three other
expected to return Friday. Mr. Cat- of $15,000 for the pay
members, who shall lie elected annual
ron lias been confined to his home ployes and which at his suggestion
ly ait the business meeting on the
as
an
was
his
md
placed
urging
upon
severe
several days suttering from a
second Tuesday of November; pro
executive
'to
the
judicial
amendment,
cold bii't felt, well enough .to undervided, however, that tor the year
now
bill
and
legislative appropriation
take the journey.
the board slVall consist of
in the present congress.
pending
Judge If. L. Waldo, of Kansas C'i'y.
II. F. Stephens.
C.
M.
solicitor in New Mexico of Hie Atchistates that White, secretary; C. E. Linney, A. H.
A ccmpelent authority
son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, ar- it.
Rrodhead and Morris Thomas, and
will take about twelve monographrived in ho city today and .registered
tihe year
for
clerical
the board shall
Hie
do
to
ers
and
typewriters
at the Palace. Ho came on business
work of the next Assembly in addition consist of Hie ithree first above named
before .the Territorial Tlnard of Equali
io Hie chief "clerks, tihe 'assistant, chief and two to bo elected.
zation.
Article VII. Committiees.
clerks, the engrossing and enrolling
The standing committees of tills asAttorney II. M. Dougherty of Socor- clerks and .the bill clerks. Applicants
ro, readied the city today, conning fur tliese positions are already 'appear- sociation shall consist of a gymnahere on legal business.
There are two from Albuquer- sium, social, notice and
ing.
memAttorney Mark B. Thompson, of que, Miss Bcrt'ha 'Haase and 4fiss Har- conTmit'tee, consist ing of three
bers each, who shall be appointed by
Las Citicos, formerly of Santa Fe, was ris; Miss Minnie McGMnchey, of
ami Harry S. Pearee, of Roswell. the president.
an arrival today in the city and, regArticle VIII Quorum.
Lou Hughes, daughter of the
istered at the Claire.
i.V
(ptoruiin for the trail sac Hon of
late Thomas Hughes of Albuquerque,
business shall consist of a majority
desires a position as typewriter.
well known poli- of tile members in good standing.
Seferino OralW-tArticle Villi. Amendments.
tician ot Old- 'Albuquerque, and an
This constitution may be 'amended
of Hie House or Representa(Continued from Poge Five.)
tives of the Legislative Assembly, de- ait any regular 'meeting of tihe assovote of the
of ciation by a
sires Hie place of 'Sorgeaii't-at-arm- s
Dr. Kmipp, assisted by Drs.
the House of Representatives. He has mem hers in good- standing.
and Diaz on Sunday forenoon served in Hiat
capacity itwice and
performed a 'successful operation on thinks he can perform the duties ngaiin
Fees.
No,
Hie
Colonel Frost,
An initiation- fee of $1.00 shall be
removing from
'and draw the pay with
satisfactorily
glands of 'his throat several fragmenis commendable
.paid by each member upon admission
of bone which had' settled in the tis
BLANK :
:
FLAT :
to Hiis Association, and membership
sues from a broken jaw hone. This
fees of 50 cent's for each quarter
latter ibas knitted' together tilce'ly and NEW MEXICO PIONEERS thereafter.
Quarterly fees shall be
in a few days the effects of t'he indue and payable on the first Tuesday
at Their
jury stiffened by Colonel Frost will Elect Officers
Regular of .February, May, August and No
have passed away fully.
Annual Session Held
vember.
Mrs. Maud L. Hurt, clerk In the
No. 2. Reports of Officers.
Yesterday.
O.
LleM.
General
of
office
Surveyor
Annual reivorts shall be submitted
wellyn is confined to her home by
The anual meeting of Hie Society by Hie president and1 secretary at. t:he
illness.
of New Mexico
Pioneers was held annual business meeting in Novem'ber,
Ahni R. McCord. clerk in the
yesi'orday afternoon, being the second but tihe treasurer Shall submit a, quarof the .surveyor general in ;h
Monday in January, at the office of terly report pf t'he receipts and exFederal building,
suffering fmr,. Hon. L. B.
penditures of tile Association.
Prince, the secretary.
neuralgia and was not able to be at
No. 3 Order of Business.
In the absence of the Governor of
the office yesterday or today.
The following order of
shaill
the Society, Hon. Amado Chaves,
The Ireland pharmacy has a change
be observed at t'he business meetings:
Page R. Otero presided.
of advertisement in today's New Mex1. Minutes of previous meeting.
The secretary reiwrted that the sociican. You can't help but see It it ex2. Reports of officers and commitas
had
been
favored,
ety
highly
again
tends across the top of one whole
not one of its members had died dur- tees.
page.
3. Unfinished business.
the past year. This is tihe second
ing
William H. Greer, president of the
4. New business.
Hint
time
this hns occurred.
Albuquerque Traction Company, and
5.
Miscellaneous 'business.
on
A
held
was
Catdiscussion
and
Land
tihe
Victoria
general
manager of
0. Adjournment.
to
orof
various
the
interest
subjects
tle Company, is in Los?(Angeles quiie
No. 4. Expenditures.
ill. He is at. the Good Samaritan Hos ganization and a general determinaThe
treasurer
shall be auHiorized to
pital and will have to tindergo a se- tion was expressed to push the society contract bills and 'meet, current expento the front during the coming legisrious operation at an early date.
ses In a sum not ito exceed $5.00 at
The Majestic theater on the west lative term when so many represent- his
discretion, but larger expendiAmerican
of
atives
and
a
both
Spanish
side of the Plaza has closed after
tures shall be authorized by Hie board
'be
would
present.
brief existence. It was opened about pioneers
of directors.
wo weeks ago by two young men
Th committee on monuments to No. 5.
Athletic and Literary Directors
Omiilo and Be Vargas was 'continued
hailing from Texas. The show
An altiletlc director and a director
of moving pictures and Mu
and it is reported that they will be of
literary exercises shaill he appointleft able to accomplish their work (luring
traled songs. The proprietors
ed and heir duties defined
by the
and
the year.
the city some time yesterday
hoard ,of 'directors. These directors
It is understood
that, several local
The annual election of officers re- may appoint, their own .assistants.
creditors woud like to ascertain their sulted as follows: Governor, Amado
present whereabouts. They owe the Chaves; Captain General, J. Amado
Subscribe for the Dally New
Santa Fe Water and Light Company a Lucero; Alcalde Mayor, H. L. Ortiz;
bill of $12 for light.
Treasurer,
Secretary, L. B. Prince;
J. D. Sena; Councilor, Felix Martinez;
Santa Fe county, A.
The New Mexican Printing Company Vice President
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
is prepared to do Hie best of brief Staab.
in
reas
were
taken
If a proper interest
work in short order and at very
DUDROW S OFFICE BUM
Notaries Public Appointed.
onable rates, lawyers whckleslre to this organization, there is no reason
J
been
The following have
appointed
have their briefs printed rapidly and why it should not become one of the
uovernur nnsercorrectly amd to presiemt them to the most important patriotic societies In notaries public y
'
man:
;
Supreme Court now in session here the' country. Nowhere were ther
Minnie Brumback, of Estancla, Tor-on time, should call on the New Mex- mure gallant loeds performed and
Ave
No.
j
Crant
106,
Residence
A. Carcla, of
ican Printing Company and leave their more sacrifices endured, than here In ranee County;: Vlncente
No. 142.
Telephone
Sunday
Union
County.
Holland,
j
orders.
'lew Mexico.
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Pharmacy

WILL DO IT.
LEGISLATIVE

ELECT OFFICERS AND
ADOPT CONSTITUTION!

NOTES

$l.G0(fi-5.25-

j

Tex-an-

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No. 250 San

'( rocerv Telephone

Francisco Street,
Meat Market Telephone No. 40.

No. 4.

DRIED FRUIT.
fruit is now on sale from the
Hint; crop. We are offering prunes In
,
especially attractive packages.
Among these are included the
packages
packages,
Bine Label and Heinz brands. We
packages we offer as folare quoting very attractive prices on and
these goods, which are all the very lows;
In
size, very large fruit, 15,
best Hint it is possible for high grade
40, and 05 cents.
factories to turn out.
In
size, very fair sized fruit,
Ferndell corn, can 15c, doz. ? .GO.
10, 25 and 40 cents.
case $3.00.
We also have the fruit In bulk and
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
in
boxes,
case $:!.00.
On full boxes our price is very atFerndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20e.
tractive; if you can use so much ask
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
for price.
Blue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents.
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
Apples, very fancy,
Evaporated
25
and
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20,
12
cents.
cents.
Evaporated Apricots, per pound,
Heinz' Apple Butter, 15 and 25
cents.
cents.
Evaporated Peaches, per pound, 20
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
25 cents.
and
pint, 15' cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 23 cents.
SUNBURST.
,1 pound of California Figs, cooking,
The Sunburst Brand of canned veg- for 10 cents.
A little lemon added to figs or
The
etables is packed in Kansas.
flavor.
freight rate is lower than from far- peaches in cooking adds to the
ther east and the goods are of very Dried fruit should be soaked over
fine quality. We offer the following night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly in the same water until
bergains for the present:
Marrowfat Peas, can, tender. Quick cooking without soakSunburst
12
ing will ruin the best dried fruit.
case $2.25.
finest imported
2 pounds of the
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
dates for 25 cents.
12
case $2.50.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
Early June, extra sifted Peas, can
or other nut meats make a delightful
15; case $3.00.
confection.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.

CANNED GOODS.
Wo are in receipt ot a car of eastern
camud goods, pickles, sauces, etc.

Dried

Fern-dell-

30-4-

00-7-

COAL I WOOD
$8.75
Anthracite furnace, ton
Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
$3.50
Four-foo- t
wood, per cord

Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton. $0.00
$5.50
Monero lump
$5.00
Raton nut
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75

1
M

CAPITAL COAL YAED.
OFFICE:

'Fhoue

Garflold Av., Near A., T. ft S. r Depot
.

No. 85.

Hou-ton-

Cor-bet- t,

(Ti)

Kin-sell-

Farm-inglo-

Cru-ce-

I

lad

con-s1-

Thirty-fo-

urth

1.

Thirtv-sevenl-

THn

New I

117

U13JLI SHERS

,

it

PINTERS

"THE CLUB"

BENDERS

The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
buy my goods in governPlace" has been added to my stockment bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
rooms in connection. Side entrance to Coronado HMel.
-

.

I

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.

Minor City Topics.

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Har-rou-

Celebrated Frey Patent

1

regu-lnri'ty-

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Ltamber, Sash, and Poors

BOOK

OPENING

e

Cera! tftii Stoim Wood Extj

CERRILLOS
wad HAGAN

I

fcon

js ftanta

IT

Fe.

Dry, Cut to Fit Your Slan

An
Part cf th Cityx.

De!fTrdl

GOAL
Braack

04Bc

DOESN'T COST

m rniuc in

TarAa at

m4

fc

K. M

CctrM.,

ANYTHING

AND LOOK A ROUND.
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR

NOT.

The Biggest Curio Stora

in,

the West

MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.

ji.

)

i,

FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

CARDS

You Can't Miss

FOR

FIVE CENTS

THE CURIO MAN.
301-30-

San Francisco

Street.

for the Old Mexican

& MONTENIE

I

Undertakers and
Efflbalmers

All Kinds of

the Place

J. S. CAINDELARIO,
Look

busii-nes-

DUDROW

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS

Picture Framing
'

J

Cart.

o

.

.

V

